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Abstract
Visual attributes have recently attracted great attention from the computer vision community.
Their advantages include being: (1) shared across classes, (2) human understandable, and (3) ma-
chine computable. Despite these positives, the attribute features in current works are not discrimina-
tive enough to be considered as strong features for traditional classification tasks or novel applications.
This problem hinders their broad usage. There are several works that primarily focus on increasing the
discriminative power of visual attributes. Unfortunately, in most cases, the feature descriptors become
hard to understand (i.e., not meaningful); thus, reducing these attribute features into being merely tra-
ditional low-level image/video feature descriptors. Furthermore, the discriminative power property
and meaningful property are not independent. Some discriminative attributes could be meaningful
and vice-versa. For example, the attribute “has hooves” is discriminative for distinguishing between
dogs and sheep but the attribute “has four legs” is not. On the other hand, there is significant attention
being given to the development of automatic attribute discovery approaches. These approaches focus
on automatically discovering potentially meaningful attributes from data without the need for manual
labelling. Although it is suggested that the discovered attributes are quite discriminative and meaning-
ful, it is not entirely clear if they are truly meaningful. Quantitative and automatic evaluation methods
to determine attribute meaningfulness are desirable in this case, since manual examination is both
tedious and time-consuming. Research on this topic can start to shed light on how to automatically
and effectively discover meaningful visual attributes without the huge cost of manual labelling.
The following research directions have not previously been extensively explored: (1) current
works fail to address the problem of finding discriminative and meaningful attributes without involv-
ing human effort, and (2) there is no existing way to measure the meaning of discriminative attributes
without involving human labelling effort. To that end, this research aims to devise visual attribute-
based methods for traditional classification tasks and novel applications, including the attribute mean-
ingfulness measurement, by dealing with these two shortcomings. In particular, this thesis addresses
the following aspects: (1) automatic discovery of discriminative attributes from a set of meaningful
attributes applied to zero-shot learning problems; (2) discovery of meaningful attributes by exploring
ways to automatically quantify attribute meaningfulness; the proposed techniques are applied and
tested on video keyword generation for video surveillance data, and (3) discovering meaningful and
discriminative attributes in fully unsupervised scenarios via multi-graph clustering techniques. The
main contribution of this thesis lies in the proposition of the method quantitatively evaluating the
meaningfulness of automatic discovered attribute. This is inspired by our work on improving dis-
criminative power of attribute by automatic image attribute selection. Then based on the guidances of
the evaluating method, a novel category-level unsupervised attribute discovered method is proposed
based on clustering framework. Moreover, application study has been performed in this research: an
ii
automatically discovered attribute based keyword generation application is proposed in surveillance
video scenarios.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Do the difficult things while they are easy and do
the great things while they are small. A journey of
a thousand miles must begin with a single step.
Lao Tzu
Chapter Summary: Current high-level semantic features have drawn a large amount of
attention from society since they are considered a possible way to provide the interface
between human and machine. Among them, visual attributes are one of the most promising
methods. In this research, we focus on visual attributes and their important properties,
as well as propose several visual attribute-based applications, by answering three crucial
research questions.
Human language is the predominant means of communication. The utilisation of human lan-
guage models in computer vision problems such as scene understanding [80], image or video descrip-
tion [58] could help in transferring knowledge acquired by human experts for solving these problems.
People often say, “A picture is worth a thousand words.” Turning this around, we could also say, “a
thousand words are required to explain a picture.” This latter form can be quite powerful to address
many computer vision problems [28, 49, 29]. However, which words are the most expressive and
discriminative to characterise the picture or the objects in the picture? This is not a hard problem for
humans, but it is still an open question in computer vision research.
For instance, the active learning framework proposed by Kovashka et al. in [46] employs human
knowledge to learn better models. Among these problems, visual attribute related tasks [49, 69, 121,
19, 50] are particular topics gaining interest in the research community as well as industry. Visual
attributes have been proved to be promising because of their advantages i.e., human understandable,
machine computable and shared across classes.
Generally, visual attributes can be described as inherent properties/characteristics of images or
visual information. Figure 1.1 illustrates an example of visual attributes in a blue car image. In the
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Textual description
Is blue
Have wheels
Is metallic
Have number plate
Have windscreen
Figure 1.1: Illustration of a car image and its attributes
figure, this image contains five attributes: is blue, have wheels, is metallic, have number plate, have
windscreen. These attributes can be used to describe the image. Furthermore, one can construct an
image descriptor based on these attributes. Each element in the image descriptor, technically, defines
the existence/absence of an attribute.
1.1 Goals and Challenges
The original goal of this thesis was to investigate the basic nature of visual attributes and their related
novel applications.
Visual attributes are extremely useful as they are: (1) human understandable; (2) machine com-
putable; and (3) shared across classes.
’Human understandable’ means that they have meaningful names associated with them. Here we
should note that the terms meaningful or meaningfulness are both terms in computer vision society
and they are not related to the terms in database research. For example in database research, mean-
ingful means that the changes between two trees in the database are in a succinct and descriptive way
so the edit script of the changes are with high quality [15]. In the other words, the operations of
changes can be more easily explained and interpreted if they are detected in a meaningful way. Mean-
ingful in database research is also related to the recommendation system. There is an example [22]
from meaningful ratings interpretation. The meaningful ratings interpretation can give a meaningful
interpretation of ratings associated with the input items such as given a movie, it can output a set
of meaningful factoids (for example, “male reviewers under 30 from NYC love this movie”) rather
than an overall rating aggregation. These are very different concepts from the “meaningfulness” or
“meaningful” in this thesis.
Traditional images or visual descriptors and features do not have direct semantic meaning that is
understandable by humans. This makes them almost impossible for humans to relate the features to
some words. On the other hand, visual attributes are meaningful, and therefore human knowledge
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could be efficiently transferred to solve challenging problems such as zero-shot learning [50] and
active learning [6].
’Machine computable’ indicates that the visual attributes can be detected and computed by a
machine. There are several ways to construct the attributes and make them machine computable
such as considering them as binary codes [49] or modelling them via ranking functions [78]. For
example, in the binary case, attribute detectors are essentially concept detectors which detect the
presence/absence of the specific concepts in an image or video. For these reasons, recently there are
many attribute discovery methods that have been proposed to extract visual/image attributes [4, 86,
45].
’Shared across classes’ means the categories are often related to each other so they process com-
mon visual attributes. For example, dogs and cats are two different animals, but they share common
attributes such as is a four-legged animal and has fur. This means we can extract information about
the common attributes from one class and map them into other disjoint classes [50].
Despite their advantages, visual attributes still suffer from a number of shortcomings: (1) the need
for extensive labelling to train the attribute detectors; and (2) the lack of discriminative power. First,
visual attributes [50, 80] could be extracted using binary classifiers acting as concept detectors, so
they need extensive human labelling effort for creating training data to train these classifiers/detectors.
This is because in traditional multi-class classification tasks, each sample only needs to be labelled
once (i.e., the label indicating to which category an image belongs), however, the labelling work for
attributes requires each image to be labelled multiple times for each attribute in addition to its cat-
egory label. It is extremely tedious, time-consuming, and expensive (e.g., if there are 64 attributes,
then each image should have at least 64 labels with one label for each attribute). Furthermore, in
some specialised domains such as Ornithology [114], Entomology [109] and cell pathology [115],
the human labelling task could be immensely expensive as only a few highly trained experts could
conduct such work. Therefore, this drawback will constrain large-scale application or use in some
special areas such as medical information processing or security where such effort is too expensive
or intractable. Secondly, the image and visual attributes are often used as the features for the classi-
fication task [49, 69, 51]. Here, discriminative power is very important for the features because the
good performance of classification tasks generally needs the input features to be as discriminative
as possible. Discriminative power measures the separability of different sample points belonging to
different classes in the feature space. Traditional attribute descriptors or attribute-based features do
not often impose the discriminative power constraint for classification tasks [51, 81]. This would lead
to poor classification performance.
As mentioned, one of the biggest challenges in using attribute descriptors is that enormous amount
of training images with attribute labels are required to train attribute classifiers. To reduce the work-
load, automatic attribute discovery methods have been developed [4, 86, 95, 115, 123]. The primary
aim of these works is to learn a function that maps the original image feature space into a binary
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code space wherein each individual bit represents the presence/absence of a visual attribute. These at-
tribute discovery methods are also closely related to hashing methods [34, 54, 113]. The difference is
that, unlike automatic attribute discovery approaches, hashing methods focus more on how to reduce
significantly the storage demand and computational complexity whilst maintaining system accuracy.
In computer vision research, determining expressive and discriminative words for picture and
object description is still not appropriately solved. In spite of the merit of the new fashion of attribute
discovery, there are still some questions left i.e., are these automatically discovered attributes or binary
codes meaningful? How can we evaluate an automatic attribute discovery method? By exploring
these questions, we can begin to glean some insights on mechanisms required to extract meaningful
attributes/binary codes.
Consequently, the research questions in this thesis focus on the following:
Q1: Can we automatically discover discriminative visual attributes that are still meaningful from
images and video data?
Q2: Can we automatically discover visual attributes that are meaningful from a set of videos/images
with category labels? If yes, how can the attribute meaningfulness be measured?
Q3: Can we automatically discover visual attributes from a set of videos/images without any super-
vision?
This research focusses on the feasible solutions and discussions on meaningfulness and discrim-
inative power of visual attributes. Moreover, the theoretical background from the unsupervised sce-
narios for the novel automatic attribute discovery method is investigated.
1.2 Contribution
The works in this thesis first start from the discriminative power of visual attributes. Not all visual
attributes are discriminative enough to distinguish between classes. For example, the attribute “fluffy”
is not able to distinguish between dogs and cats. Therefore, a Discriminative and Reliable Attribute
Learning (DRAL) method is proposed to select discriminative, yet meaningfully, reliable attributes
from the set of meaningful attributes.
The discriminative power is not the only component that contributes to the attribute application.
Meaningfulness of an attribute also plays an important role. For a traditional supervised attribute
discovery method, the meaningful property is reflected by attribute prediction reliability, in other
words, the generalisation error of the predefined attribute detectors. Recently, many new automatic
attribute discovery methods [34, 54, 113] are proposed. The primary aim of these works is to learn a
function that maps the original image feature space into a binary code space wherein each individual
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bit represents the presence/absence of a visual attribute. In contrast to the human predefined attributes,
the meaningfulness property is essential in this case because when the mapping function is designed
just to increase the discriminative power in the output feature space, the individual binary bits (i.e.,
one binary bit for one attribute) may not have any relationship with any semantic meaning; hence
not meaningful. In order to study this further, extensive human effort is required to evaluate the
meaningfulness of each binary bit or each attribute. Due to the tedious and time-consuming nature of
traditional human involved evaluation methods, we propose a novel automatic meaningfulness metric
that will become one of the yardsticks to measure attribute meaningfulness based on shared structure
assumption [76, 77].
With the help of meaningfulness metric, in this thesis we also select the method that can automat-
ically discover the most meaningful attributes. We apply this method to study the keyword generation
problems in surveillance video scenarios and obtain better results over some other attribute discovery
methods.
Finally, inspired by the insights from designing the metric, we propose a novel category-level
unsupervised attribute discovery method utilising a multi-graph approach that preserves both local
neighbourhood structure, as well as class separability.
Thesis contributions can be listed as follows:
1. A discriminative and reliable attribute learning method on visual attribute selection for better
attribute-based classification performance and efficiency.
2. A novel automatic meaningfulness metric to measure attribute meaningfulness based on shared
structure.
3. A keyword generation application in surveillance video scenarios based on the automatic at-
tribute discovery method chosen by the attribute meaningfulness measurement.
4. A novel category-level unsupervised attribute discovery method via clustering framework to
automatically discover visual attributes.
1.3 Thesis Outline
The section provides an outline of the entire thesis. For each chapter, there is a short introduction part
and summary to guide the readers. The summaries outline the corresponding parts of the thesis. They
provide the main ideas of this research. The collection of summaries is located on Page xxii.
The thesis includes the next 7 chapters. Figure 1.2 is a structure diagram that describes how
different topics link together.
Chapter 2 introduces the background material of why visual attribute is important. In this part,
the visual attribute will be introduced. In addition, its relationship to low-level features is discussed.
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2. Literature 
Review
3. Two Important 
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Attributes
4. Attribute 
Selection
5. Attribute 
Meaningfulness 
Metric
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Keyword 
Generation
7. Unsupervised 
Attribute Discovery
8. Conclusion
Figure 1.2: Flow chart illustrating the connection between the chapters in this thesis.
Moreover, different computational models of visual attributes and the various typical attribute related
applications will be introduced in this part.
Chapter 3 will mainly focus on the specific problems that are solved in this research. The internal
relationships of these problems are discussed based on two intrinsic natures of attributes i.e., discrim-
inative power and meaningful property. The methods proposed in this thesis are briefly introduced in
this part to outline the highlights.
Chapter 4 introduces an automatic image attribute selection algorithm to improve the discrimina-
tive power of visual attribute. This algorithm is called Discriminative and Reliable Attribute Learning
(DRAL). The main goal is to improve the performance of zero-shot learning [51] of object categories.
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The method mainly considers and incorporates the two intrinsic natures of attributes i.e., discrimina-
tive power and meaningful property for the human predefined visual attribute.
Chapter 5 investigates a more fundamental problem of how to measure attributes discovered auto-
matically. With this metric, automatic quantitative evaluation can be performed on the attribute sets;
reducing the enormous effort to perform the manual evaluation. In our evaluation, we gleaned several
insights that could be beneficial in developing new automatic attribute discovery methods.
Chapter 6 introduces an automatic keyword generation method for surveillance video based on the
automatic attribute discovery method. In this part, with the help of the method proposed in Chapter 5,
we are able to find the automatic attribute discovery method that can discover the most meaningful
attributes. Thus, the best discovery approach is employed to generate keywords for surveillance
video scenario. This chapter shows it is possible to massively reduce the amount of manual work in
generating video keywords.
Chapter 7 introduces a novel class-level unsupervised automatic attribute discovery method via
multi-graph clustering. The novel method discovers more meaningful automatic attributes. From the
insights of previous works, preserving local neighbourhood in the attribute binary space and increas-
ing attribute binary feature discrimination will improve the meaningfulness of the attribute. In this
method, the local neighbourhood structure is preserved by considering multiple similarity graphs;
the class separability is achieved by incorporating the traditional clustering objective. The evaluation
shows that the proposed method is able to discover more meaningful attributes than other unsuper-
vised methods. Moreover, it is able to improve the performance in the clustering task.
Chapter 8 concludes this thesis with a list of the main contributions of the research, and outlines
future directions for extension of the thesis.
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Literature Review
Yesterday is but today’s memory,
and tomorrow is today’s dream.
Khalil Gibran
Chapter Summary: Visual attributes are novel high-level features, which currently have
two models i.e., the binary attribute model and the relative attribute model. Meaning-
fulness and discriminative power are two important properties of visual attributes. A lot
of works has been performed on each of them. However, there are few works that fully
consider them together. Many attribute-based frameworks have been proposed in the re-
search society for various applications, indicating the high-level feature is a promising
research topic.
2.1 Introduction
Following the previous introduction of the visual attributes and problems that we will address in this
research, here we review the related literature to inspect the drawback of the current visual attribute
works and collect the useful materials from related research.
Feature extraction plays a major role in the image and visual classification system pipeline. It
serves as a transformation function mapping the images from their original high dimensional space
into another space where the classification problem could be more easily solved. From this view-
point, the visual attribute generally can be considered as a high-level feature or intermediate repre-
sentation [98, 48, 28]. For example, in the attribute binary model [98, 31], the visual attributes are
actually outputs of a series of attribute detectors/classifiers. Attribute detectors serve as the transfor-
mation functions mapping low-level features or descriptors into the attribute spaces. The result of
the attribute extraction process is that each individual descriptor element has semantic meaning (i.e.,
value 1/0 indicates presence/absence of an attribute concept).
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Table 2.1: Works related to attribute models
Reference Venue Year Overview
Ferrari et al. [31]
Kmar et al. [49]
Lampert et al. [50]
NIPS
ICCV
CVPR
2007
2009
2009
Binary or confidence-based attributes
Parikh and Grauman [78]
Xiao and Jae Lee [118]
ICCV
ICCV
2011
2016 Relative attributes
Table 2.2: The works related to semantic attributes (CVPR: IEEE International Conference on Com-
puter Vision and Pattern Recognition, ICCV: IEEE International Conference on Computer Vision,
ECCV: European Conference on Computer Vision, NIPS: Annual Conference on Neural Information
Processing Systems, WACV: IEEE Winter Conference on Applications of Computer Vision, TPAMI:
IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence, BMVC: British Machine Vision
Conference, IJCV: International Journal of Computer Vision)
Reference Venue Year Overview
Farhadi et al. [28]
Kumar et al. [49]
Farhadi et al. [27]
Chen et al. [17]
CVPR
ICCV
CVPR
ECCV
2009
2009
2010
2012
Describing object face and clothes
Dhar et al. [24] CVPR 2011 Attributes to predict aesthetics quality
Isola et al. [41]
Isola et al. [40]
CVPR
NIPS
2011
2011 Attributes for memorability
Wang and Mori [112]
Kovashka et al. [47]
Hwang et al. [39]
ECCV
ICCV
CVPR
2010
2011
2011
Relationship between objects and attributes
Liu et al. [57]
Rohrbach et al. [89]
Ma et al. [69]
Liu et al. [58]
Li et al. [56]
CVPR
ECCV
CVPR
WACV
CVPR
2011
2012
2013
2013
2013
Attributes for video representation
Lampert et al. [50]
Yu and Aloimonos [124]
Lampert et al. [51]
CVPR
ECCV
PAMI
2009
2010
2013
Zero-shot and one-shot learning
Layne et al. [52] BMVC 2012 Person re-identification
Kovashka and Grauman [45]
Deng et al. [23]
IJCV
TPAMI
2015
2016 Crowdsourcing
Patterson et al. [81] IJCV 2014 Dataset construction
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Table 2.3: The works related to discriminative attributes (BTAS: International Conference on Bio-
metrics Theory, Applications and Systems)
Reference Venue Year Overview
Farhadi et al. [28] CVPR 2009 Describing object
Wang and Mori [112]
Kovashka et al. [47]
Hwang et al. [39]
ECCV
ICCV
CVPR
2010
2011
2011
Relationship between objects and attributes
Liu et al. [57]
Rohrbach et al. [89]
Ma et al. [69]
Li et al. [56]
CVPR
ECCV
CVPR
CVPR
2011
2012
2013
2013
Attributes for video representation
Su et al. [98] ECCV 2012 Large-scale image classification
Fu et al. [32] PAMI 2013 Sparse and incomplete attribute labels
Yu et al. [123] CVPR 2013 Automatically designing discriminative
category-level attributes
Wang et al. [110] TIP 2016 Attribute specific feature selection
Yu and Grauman [122] ICCV 2015 Fine-grained visual search
Samangouei et al. [92] BTAS 2015 User Authentication
The brief summaries of current works in attribute research and the applications are presented in
Table 2.1, Table 2.2, and Table 2.3.
Table 2.1 presents two typical models of visual attributes: (1) the traditional binary or confidence-
based attribute model; and (2) the relative attribute model. The traditional binary or confidence-based
attributes are in the form of binary codes or real numbers ranging from -1 to +1. They represent the
presence/absence of the attributes or the strength of the presence of attributes. The relative attributes
are constructed through learning a ranking function for each attribute. The ranking functions then
predict the relative strength of the attributes.
Then, since it has been mentioned in Section 1.1 that the discriminative power and semantic mean-
ing are two significant properties of the image and visual attributes, we group the current works into
the two tables: Table 2.2 and Table 2.3. Table 2.2 presents the works that train attribute classifiers
using manually labelled images. Generally, these works do not aim to improve attribute discrimi-
native power. Table 2.3 summarises the works which aim to discover discriminative attributes for a
particular application domain. Their main applications are briefly introduced in the overview column.
Unfortunately, despite their success in finding discriminative attributes, there is no constraint imposed
to guarantee that the attributes are meaningful. More discussion about the details will be elaborated
in the next several sections.
In the light of these facts, it is safe to say that the studies in devising methods that learn discrimina-
tive and semantically meaningful attributes are still largely unexplored. One of the biggest advantages
of having both properties is that one can use the feature to improve the system performance as well
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as infuse human knowledge into the system. In addition, a textual description, which is beneficial for
some computer vision problems such as in advanced surveillance systems, could be easily produced.
In the following subsections, we first briefly review the research works of low-level features as
they are the foundation of visual attributes. Next, the current two types of attribute modelling in Ta-
ble 2.1 are discussed. After that, the representative works in Table 2.2 and Table 2.3 are elaborated.
Then, towards the research question on automatic attribute meaningfulness evaluation, we start to
gather some useful materials and inspirations related to our work. Finally, we refer to some applica-
tion examples of attribute-based frameworks.
2.2 Low-level Features
Since the visual attribute generally can be considered as a type of semantic high-level feature or in-
termediate representation, here we discuss some works on low-level features to distinguish between
visual attributes and low-level features. The low-level feature has been widely explored and has been
used in various applications [102, 75, 21]. Vast existing works aim to develop effective methods
extracting features from raw pixel-level basic visual information such as intensity and colour. For in-
stance, the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [67] aims to extract features possessing invariant
properties such as location, scale, rotation, and affine transformations. In addition, rg Scale Invariant
Feature Transform (rgSIFT) [102] is an improved feature extraction method based on SIFT. It adds the
r (red) and g (green) chromacity components of the normalised RGB colour model, which is already
scale-invariant. Another notable example is the Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) [21] which
is a feature descriptor counting occurrences of specific gradient orientations in localised portions of
an image. Local Binary Pattern (LBP) [75] is also a good example, which presents a theoretically
very simple, yet efficient, multi-resolution approach to gray-scale and rotation invariant texture clas-
sification based on local binary patterns, nonparametric discrimination of sample, and prototype dis-
tributions. Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) [3] is also a prevalent and effective low-level feature
extraction method which is a novel scale- and rotation-invariant interest point detector and descriptor.
It is achieved by relying on integral images for image convolutions by building on the strengths of the
leading existing detectors and descriptors and by simplifying these methods to the essential. Despite
the excellent performance reported for various vision applications, these feature descriptors generally
do not have direct semantic meaning. In other words, different from visual attribute, these descriptors
are difficult to interpret by human.
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2.3 Attribute Models
In this research, we mainly focus on the binary attribute model. To be comprehensive, here we
introduce the computational models of attributes. There are two main frameworks contributing to the
computational models of visual attributes.
One of the frameworks considers each attribute as a binary code, which represents the pres-
ence/absence of a specific attribute, or a real number range from -1 to 1 which represents the strength
of the presence of the attribute [49, 50, 31]. For example, in this model, suppose there is a set of
attributes: A = {am},m ∈ {1, ...,M} and image features {xi}, i ∈ {1, ..., N}, the corresponding at-
tribute detectors fm of A can be trained from the image feature xi from the i-th image and its attribute
labels of this set for those images. Then the detectors fm can be used to extract visual attribute for the
arbitrary image as:
xi
fm→{+1,−1} (2.1)
where +1 and -1 respectively represent the presence and absence of the m-th attribute.
The other framework is the relative attribute model [78], which learns a ranking function per at-
tribute, given training data stating how object/scene categories relate according to various attributes.
The learned function then predicts the relative strength of each property/attribute in novel images.
More specifically, this model considers the additional detailed supervised condition which is the or-
der and relative relation (i.e., similar or not) between the samples for an attribute besides the pres-
ence or absence. For each attribute am the supervision is as Om : wm(xi)  wm(xj) and Sm :
wm(xi) ∼ wm(xj). Here Om indicates the set of samples in which the m-th attribute of sample xi
is stronger than xj , and Sm indicates the set of samples in which the sample xi and xj have similar
relative strength of the m-th attribute. The scoring function wm can be trained to extract the m-th
relative attribute as:
xi
wm→ Real value (strength of attribute presence) (2.2)
For example, in Figure 2.1, the scene in (a) is more “natural” than that in (b), Scarlett Johansson in
(c) smiles less than Miley Cyrus in (d).
Finally, these relative attributes can be jointly used in zero-shot learning or image description
tasks. Generally, the binary code model is still the mainstream model for the majority of current
works, for this model is simple to use in applications and easy to be interpreted by humans.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
smile
natural
Figure 2.1: Illustration of the relative attributes, the first row describes the attribute “natural” for scene
images, the second row presents the attribute “smile” for face images.
2.4 Representative Works of Meaningful and Discriminative At-
tribute
Just at a glance in Table 2.2 and Table 2.3, it is not hard to find out that there are some shortcomings
of current works. We can see that many works either consider the meaningful property or consider
the exclusively discriminative power without explicit semantic meaning.
For example, Yu et al. designed a category-level discriminative attribute learning algorithm ac-
cording to category-separability and learnability [123]. However, their method cannot be used to de-
scribe images with concise semantic meaning. There is further effort to build a new category-attribute
matrix for the zero-shot learning task. Kankuekul et al. propose an online incremental attribute-
based zero-shot learning method using Self-Organising and Incremental Neural Networks (SOINN)
as the learning mechanism [43] and dramatically reduces the computation time. Yet this method
needs a great deal of human effort and fails to consider the inherent discriminative power of existing
attributes. Lampert et al. propose two general frameworks of attributes-based zero-shot learning,
Direct Attributes Prediction (DAP) and Indirect Attributes Prediction (IAP), which serve as a founda-
tion for the existing works [50, 51]. However, the discriminative power of attributes has not yet been
considered. Kumar et al. propose two methods for face verification [49] however, they fail to discover
the discriminative power of these special facial attributes. Chen et al. [17] propose a practical method
to describe clothing using semantic attributes. Yet, they are not explicitly maximising the attribute
discriminatory power. Liu et al. introduce concept attributes into video event recognition for the first
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time [58], however discriminative power has not yet been considered in that work. Farhadi et al.
propose to use random comparisons and within category prediction to learn the discriminative and
semantic attributes respectively [28]. Nonetheless, the resulting set of discriminative attributes is not
guaranteed to have semantic meaning; defeating one of the primary purposes of using attribute de-
scriptors. Recently, deep learning models have attracted a lot of attentions form the society, There are
also some attribute related works [125, 20, 66] based on deep framework, which have gained stronger
reliability. Thus the strong attribute reliability is very likely to benefit the discriminative power for
applications such as classifications. For example, Zhang et al. [125] proposed a new method which
combines part-based models and deep learning by training pose-normalized Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNNs). This method has shown substantial improvement over the state-of-art methods on
challenge attribute classification task. Chuang et al. [20] proposed a deep attribute network (DAN)
to address the issue of representing input image on the basis of high-level features (attributes) that
carry semantic meaning which humans can understand. The model can outputs the attributes of a
given input image without performing classification. Liu et al. [66] proposed a novel deep learning
framework for attribute prediction in wild. This framework cascades two CNNs, LNet and ANet,
which are finetuned jointly with attribute tags, but pre-trained differently. This framework not only
outperforms the state-of-the-art with a large margin, but also reveals valuable facts on learning face
representation. However, they still have not tried to model the attribute meaningfulness in mathemat-
ical way which is one of the main contributions of this research. Furthermore our proposed methods
can be easily extended using the CNN framework such as using the CNN features to construct the
meaningful attributes subspace.
Only a few works combine these two parts together. Some researchers [112, 47, 39] study the
relationship between object recognition and attributes learning, however, they need human efforts in
the loop. Recently there are growing works [69, 56, 57, 89] on attribute-based video applications,
however, those works restrict their scope to a very specific application area and need intensive human
labelling efforts involved beforehand.
2.5 Evaluation of Meaningfulness of Visual Attribute
As two important properties of visual attributes, there are perfect evaluation methods to measure
discriminative power (the performance of classification task of categories). However as to meaning-
fulness, as mentioned in the research question, how the attribute meaningfulness can be measured
automatically by machine is still not properly addressed. Here we discuss some related works that
will assist to pave the way to automatic evaluation of meaningfulness of visual attribute.
Evaluation of visual attribute meaningfulness is traditionally conducted by manually checking
the presence/absence of consistent identifiable visual concepts in a set of given images. This task
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usually requires a large-scale human labelling effort. A system such as the Amazon Mechanical
Turk (AMT) 1 is able to handle this task for small datasets. However, since this process needs to be
repeated whenever new attributes are discovered or novel methods are proposed, this manual process
is ineffective and expensive. In our case, the AMT Human Intelligence Task (HIT) is to evaluate the
meaningfulness of attributes by examining corresponding positive and negative images according to
each attribute. The average time of each worker spent on this typical HIT is 2 minutes [80]. Then
an AMT worker may require 320 minutes to evaluate 32 attributes discovered by 5 different methods
(i.e., 32 × 5 × 2 = 320 minutes). The time spent could increase significantly if statistically reliable
results are desired by increasing the number of AMT workers.
Unequivocally, it is more desirable to develop an automatic approach which is more cost-effective,
and less labour intensive and time consuming, to evaluate the meaningfulness of the set of discovered
attributes. The task of measuring the attribute meaningfulness of discovered attributes is similar to the
task presented in the Turing Test [100]. In this task, we would like to measure how much a machine
could provide responses like a human being. If a machine could respond like a human being, it means
that the results produced must have significant meaning. Unfortunately, the Turing Test still requires
a human judge who actively engages with the machine.
To that end, several works [2, 91, 100] aim to devise an automated Turing Test that follows the
framework of this famous test but replaces the human judge by another machine. A notable example is
CAPTCHA [106], which is very prevalent in web security applications. This technique lets a machine
be the judge issuing the test to determine whether the subject is a human. Generally, CAPTCHA
provides a challenge in the form of an image containing numbers or characters, which are difficult to
be identified by current machines. The main assumption in CAPTCHA is that machine recognition
will not be as good as human.
Our work on the measurement of meaningfulness of visual attribute can be interpreted as an
instance of the automated Turing Test as follows. We are testing a set of automatic attribute discovery
techniques by giving challenges in the form of images. These techniques are then giving us a set
of attributes. We will automatically verify the meaningfulness through the positive and negative
images generated from each attribute classifier. Note that if we have human observers performing
the verification instead of machines, then this becomes an instance of the standard Turing Test. To
perform the automated Turing Test, there has to be a measurement to determine which automatic
attribute discovery technique is ‘good’ and which one is ‘not that good’.
Some unsupervised semantic visual representation learning works [38, 36, 86, 115] have indicated
that it is possible to discover the meaningful concepts without supervision from data itself with or
without side information. Chen et al. [38] introduce a simple, yet powerful unsupervised approach
to learn and predict visual attributes directly from data. With the help of deep Convolutional Neural
1www.mturk.com
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Networks (CNNs), they train to output a set of discriminative, binary attributes often with semantic
meanings. Hong et al. [36] propose a novel algorithm to cluster and annotate a set of input images
with semantic concepts jointly. They employ non-negative matrix factorisation with sparsity and
orthogonality constraints to learn the label-based representations with the side information (a labelled
reference image database) obtaining promising results.
All of these works imply there may be some potential relations between meaningful concepts.
Fortunately, the shared structure assumption among meaningful attributes proposed in [77] can serve
as the foundation of the automatic measurement. Based on this assumption, Parikh and Grauman
propose an active learning approach that uses Mixtures of Probabilistic Principal Component Anal-
ysers (MPPCA) [99] to predict how likely an attribute is nameable. Nevertheless, their work only
focusses on deciding whether an attribute is nameable or not. Their work does not tackle the problem
of quantitatively measuring the attribute meaningfulness. In addition, this approach requires human
interaction to populate the nameability space. Thus, their method is not suitable for addressing our
goal (i.e., to automatically evaluate the meaningfulness of attribute sets).
In our work on attribute-based video keyword generation, the shared structure assumption is
utilised. In particular, the work in Chapter 6 proposes a selection approach of attribute discovery
methods to assist attribute-based keyword generation for video description from surveillance systems.
However, the work does not consider quantitative analysis of the meaningfulness of the discovered
attributes (e.g., how much meaningful content is contained in a set of automatically discovered at-
tributes). In addition, the characteristics of the meaningfulness of attributes may vary to some extent.
2.6 Application of Attribute-based Frameworks
The unique benefit of the visual attribute has brought about many successful attribute-based applica-
tions for various computer vision tasks such as face verification [49], Complex Event Detection [69],
Human Action Recognition [121], visual knowledge extraction [19], and zero-shot learning [50]. For
instance, Lampert et al. showed that the image attribute descriptor could be used to address the zero-
shot learning [51, 50]. Here, a human can easily define the representation for each category in the test
without any training image because each element of the descriptor has semantic meaning. Moreover,
Parikh and Grauman proposed the notion of relative attributes such as larger or more open space,
which could be understood as an adjective comparing two images [78].
Even from a more broad area, the visual attribute is still a powerful tool to provide a better com-
putational model for the semantic or visual application. For example, Silberer et al. [97] show that
visual attribute is beneficial for distributional models of lexical meaning together with the traditional
text model. The bimodal models they proposed give a better fit to human word association data
compared to amodal models and word representations based on handcrafted norming data.
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Attribute-based models are also used in particular application scenarios such as medical image
analysis and video surveillance. In medical image analysis, attributes can serve as the rationale un-
derstood by human experts for medical image classification. For example, Wiliem et al. proposed
to use discriminative attributes for HEp-2 specimen image classification [115]. In video surveillance
analysis, attributes can serve as the human-computer interface for anomaly detection or people search-
ing in video surveillance. For example, Feris et al. proposed an attribute-based People Search system
for video surveillance [30]. The semantic meaning of visual attribute can show the rationale for the
classification, which may be detected by human experts. Yu and Grauman [122] proposed to develop
a Bayesian local learning strategy to infer when images are indistinguishable for a given attribute.
Borrowing the concept of the model of Just Noticeable Difference (JND) from psychophysics, this
work aims to propose a solution to infer when two images are indistinguishable for a given attribute
by introducing a Bayesian approach that relies on local statistics of orderability. To our knowledge,
the framework offers the first attempt to unify a notion of equality into relative attributes during in-
ference. Xiao and Jae Lee [118] developed a novel formulation that combines a detector with local
smoothness to discover a set of coherent visual chains across the image collection. They use an effi-
cient way to generate additional chains based on the initially discovered chains, determine the most
relevant visual chains, and then create an ensemble image representation for the attribute model.
2.7 Related Works in Video Keyword Generation
In this thesis, we also apply the attribute model into a novel application scenario: surveillance video
keyword generation. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work employing the attribute model
for video keyword generation in surveillance.
In this application scenario, there are only few methods proposed recently that deal with video
keyword and description extraction [87, 90, 111, 104, 120]. For instance, Rohrbach et al. [90] pro-
posed to generate a rich semantic representation of the visual content such as object and activity
labels. They employed the Conditional Random Field (CRF) to model all the input visual compo-
nents. In [87], they extended their work to a three-level-of-detail video description scheme. Then
they applied a machine translation framework to generate the natural language using the semantic
representation as sources. Unfortunately, this model cannot be used to address our problem due to the
extensive manual labelling work required.
To that end, some researchers rely on hierarchical probabilistic models. Wang et al. [111] and
Varadarajan et al. [104] employ Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and probabilistic Latent Semantic
Analysis (pLSA) respectively to perform unsupervised activity analysis. However, these methods can
only be applied to the bag-of-words framework. This means, more powerful features such as Fisher
vectors [82] cannot be used directly.
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Only one work specifically targets automatic video description problems in surveillance videos.
Xu et al. [120] develop a novel distributed multiple-scene global understanding framework that clus-
ters surveillance scenes by their ability to explain each other’s behaviours. However, their work only
focusses on the multiple-scene case and again, utilises hierarchical probabilistic models.
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Chapter 3
Meaningful Property and Discriminative
Power of Attributes
To raise new questions, new possibilities, to regard
old problems from a new angle, requires creative
imagination and marks real advance in science.
Albert Einstein
Chapter Summary: Meaningful property and Discriminative power of attributes are the
main theme of this research. The works that are conducted in this thesis are all around
the two important properties of visual attributes. In this part, we focus on the internal
meaning of the two properties and describe the structure based on them that links different
works and topics together.
3.1 Introduction
Based on the foundation of visual attribute introduced in the previous chapters, we can start to put
our emphasis on the specific problems. In this section, we get on to the details of properties of the
visual attributes i.e., semantic meaningful property and discriminative power property. We will also
briefly introduce how we can employ these properties to discover better attributes as well as to devise
the new attribute-based application and their relationship.
3.2 Meaningful Property of Visual Attribute
Meaningful property indicates how meaningful to human perception is the concept of the visual at-
tribute of a group of images or videos. In the thesis, the term meaningfulness and semantics are
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+1
-1
Attribute: "four legged animals"
Figure 3.1: Illustration of meaningfulness property of visual attribute
interchangeable. In the real world situation, the differences between meaningfulness and semantics
lie on the ability whether humans can verbally express the visual concept using human language. If
yes, we consider the visual concept is visually semantic. However, if the visual concept can really
be perceived but hard to explain using simple language, we still consider it as visually meaningful.
We simplify the problem and consider them as one concept in the thesis. One important aspect in
meaningful property is that the property can only be evaluated when the attribute extraction results
of a set of images/videos are given. For instance, one may find an attribute to be meaningful when
its value is +1 for images either containing cats or dogs and -1 for images containing chickens and
humans. This may mean the attribute can be related to the attribute “four legged animals”. Figure 3.1
illustrates this concept. Due to the various applications and attribute types, the meaningful property
has a different description in different cases.
In the supervised case where manual attribute labels are provided, the attribute detectors are
trained using these labels. Therefore, the meaningful property of attribute should be maximised.
Admittedly, human perceptions of different annotators may have nuances (the extent of which could
further alleviate the problem). However, manual attribute labels are still the ideal representations of
meaningful property of the visual attribute. Since machines are less capable than humans to recog-
nise the concept of the visual attribute, the meaningful property is jeopardised by the accuracy of
the attribute classifier. Therefore, the meaningful property of the visual attributes in this scheme is
determined by the accuracy of the attribute classifier (it can also be interpreted as the reliability of the
visual attribute when employing it to novel testing samples, discussed in Chapter 4). In this thesis, this
problem is investigated together with the discriminative power for automatic image attribute selection
in zero-shot learning of object categories. Compared with the usage of the whole pool of meaningful
attributes, the few visual attributes with the most discriminative and meaningful are automatically
selected to improve the performance of zero-shot recognition of object categories. The results show
the meaningful property is very useful when applied to the class recognition scenario. Details of this
work is introduced in Chapter 4.
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When there are no attribute labels provided, visual attributes can be discovered by various un-
supervised methods, or methods with side information such as category labels. In this case, the
meaningful property is more important, because the visual attributes are learned automatically from
data structure with, or without, the prior knowledge from category labels. They may be used as very
discriminative mid-level features for application. However, humans would not know if the discovered
attribute (the split of the data) has obvious meaning before it is examined by a human himself or
herself. How to evaluate the meaningfulness of this automatically discovered attribute is an important
problem. By exploring this problem, we can begin to glean some insights on the mechanisms required
to extract meaningful attributes. Furthermore, the traditional way of evaluating the meaningfulness
of the visual attributes relies on manual examination i.e., a human worker needs to examine the pos-
itive and negative samples of a specific attribute. This is apparently a tedious, time-consuming, and
expensive evaluation method. It is desirable to devise an automatic evaluation method to alleviate the
working load on human workers. In this research, we devise an attribute meaningfulness metric based
on the shared space assumption between meaningful attributes for human perception to tackle this
problem. The metric is mathematically formed by calculating the reconstruction error between the
human predefined attribute and specific automatically discovered attributes. With the metric, quan-
titative evaluation of the meaningfulness of an automatically discovered attribute becomes possible.
This work is elaborated in Chapter 5. For further validating the usefulness and the effectiveness of
the proposed automatic attribute evaluation method, a novel application of keyword generation for
surveillance video is proposed. The attribute meaningfulness evaluation method is applied to deter-
mine which automatic attribute discovery method can discover the most meaningful attributes set to
generate meaningful output keywords for the videos. This work is introduced in Chapter 6.
Note that, since binary attributes are the most prevalent attribute model, we only consider this type
of attribute. However, the semantic meaningful property can also be extended to the relative attribute
model since human workers can also perceive an automatically discovered relative attribute through
interpreting the samples displayed in a special way. For example, they are ordered in the direction
perpendicular to a hyperplane that represents a specific attribute.
3.3 Discriminative Power of Visual Attribute
Different from the meaningful property of visual attribute, we consider the discriminative power as the
ability of visual attribute feature to discriminate between the image classes. Discriminative power and
meaningful property are not mutually exclusive to each other. They can benefit from each other, as
some specific attributes can be perceived by human workers as the characteristics of a category used
for distinguishing between the category and others, e.g., shape of feet can be used to discriminate
between dogs and deer, man-made objects can be used to discriminate between city view scenes and
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natural outdoor scenes. This property is important for visual attributes as a powerful tool to use for
some intelligent applications such as classification, image retrieval, and zero-shot learning. The dis-
criminative power property has the consistent meaning for both supervised pre-trained attributes and
automatically discovered attributes. Usually, automatically discovered attributes have better discrim-
inative power since they are learned from the specific structure of the data. However, the pre-trained
attributes, since they are directly learned from human knowledge, lack the ability to capture the in-
trinsic data structure, so are poor in discriminative power. To improve the discriminative power of
pre-trained supervised attributes is a significant issue. As mentioned in the previous section, in this
research, we target this problem by automatically selecting the most discriminative attributes in the
pre-trained attribute pool to improve the performance of attribute-based classification.
On the other side, the automatically discovered attribute, even if it may be a more discriminative
feature for some applications, the lack of meaningfulness to humans constrains their broader usage
on other applications such as video or image description and active learning. To attack this problem,
we propose in Chapter 7 a novel unsupervised attribute discovery method utilising a multi-graph
approach that preserves both local neighbourhood structure as well as class separability. From the
insights of our work in Chapter 5, (1) preserving local neighbourhood in the attribute binary space will
increase the meaningfulness, and (2) increasing attribute binary feature discrimination will improve
the meaningfulness. The results, using the proposed meaningfulness metric in Chapter 5, show the
proposed method outperforms the other comparative unsupervised attribute discovery methods.
3.4 Summary
The discriminative power and meaningfulness property of visual attribute can construct a coordinate
of two dimensions, illustrated in Figure 3.2. The more discriminative power the obtained attributes
have, the more effectively the attributes can serve as features for a classification system (from a
machine’s viewpoint). Meanwhile, the more expressive the meaningfulness of the attributes is, the
more understandable the attributes are for human (from human-being’s viewpoint). In addition, the
reliability is also a reflection of the meaningfulness property of pre-defined supervised attributes,
which is also a significant prerequisite for decent performance of attribute-based systems.
The works we have completed in this thesis and other representative methods are summarised in
Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of two dimensions of the properties of visual attributes and the estimated
position of our methods
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Chapter 4
Improving Discriminative Power of Attribute
by Automatic Image Attribute Selection
. . . though I have called this principle, by which each
slight variation, if useful, is preserved, by the term o.
Charles Darwin
Chapter Summary: We propose a novel greedy algorithm called Discriminative and Re-
liable Attribute Learning (DRAL) which selects a subset of attributes from the pre-defined
attribute pool. The subset maximises an objective function incorporating the two prop-
erties i.e., discriminative power and semantically meaningful property (expressed as the
reliability in this case). We compare our proposed system to the recent state-of-the-art
approach, called Direct Attribute Prediction (DAP), for the zero-shot learning task on the
Animal with Attributes (AwA) dataset. The results show that our proposed approach can
achieve similar performance to this state-of-the-art approach while using a significantly
smaller number of attributes.
4.1 Introduction
Following the roadmap guided by the meaningfulness property and discriminative power of visual
attributes, in this chapter, we investigate the problem in the attribute-level supervised case. More
specifically, we propose to search for the most meaningful (i.e., reliable in the supervised case) and
discriminative attributes as the high-level semantic feature for the classification problem. Through
the investigation and analysis, we are able to answer the research question 1 in Section 1.1.
Feature extraction is one of the prominent tasks in the image classification system pipeline. It
serves as a transformation function mapping the images from their original high dimensional space
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to another space where the classification problem could be easier to solve. There are many works
aimed to develop such a good transformation function. For instance, the Scale Invariant Feature
Transform (SIFT) [68] aims to extract features possessing invariant properties such as location, scale,
rotation, and affine transformations. Another notable example is the Histogram Oriented Gradient
(HOG) [21] which is a feature descriptor counting occurrences of specific gradient orientations in
localised portions of an image. Despite their excellent performance reported for various vision appli-
cations [101, 21], these feature descriptors are very difficult to be interpreted by humans. Although
each of their elements may have a relationship such as the gradient magnitude, they do not have a
direct relationship to the high-level semantic concepts related to the problem domain [55, 65].
Image attributes can be described as inherent properties/characteristics of an image. For instance,
a car image could have the following attributes: is blue, has wheels, is metallic. In this case, one could
represent an image with a set of image attributes present in an image. Technically, each element in the
descriptor defines the existence/absence of a specific image attribute. It can be detected by attribute
detectors tested on the low-level features mentioned above. Attribute detector is basically a binary
classifier trained beforehand. As such, one needs to construct different training sets for each attribute
detector, which could be expensive. To that end, one could use a crowdsourcing approach which
could minimise the cost by using the Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) 1[77, 79]. Here, we can ask
people on the internet to describe the images by words. Generally, the set of attributes found from this
process is not necessarily discriminative for the vision task. This is due to the fact that it is difficult
for humans to manually identify a set of discriminative attributes for a classification task which has a
large number of categories.
The image attribute representation is successfully applied in various vision tasks such as face
verification [49], complex event detection [69], human action recognition [121], visual knowledge
extraction [19], and zero-shot learning [51]. Moreover, Parikh and Grauman proposed the notion
of relative attributes such as larger or more open space which could be understood as an adjective
comparing two images [78].
In this chapter, we focus on the attribute-based zero-shot learning problem. Zero-shot learn-
ing [51] is the problem of object recognition when the testing categories do not have any training ex-
amples. However, humans can easily define the attribute representation for each test category without
any training image due to the fact that each element of the attribute descriptor has semantic meaning.
For instance, Lampert et al. showed that the image attribute descriptor could be used to address the
zero-shot learning [51]. They proposed two general frameworks of attributes-based zero-shot learn-
ing, Direct Attributes Prediction (DAP) and Indirect Attributes Prediction (IAP). However, in their
work, attribute discriminative power has not yet been considered.
1www.mturk.com
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Several works proposed approaches to automatically discover discriminative attributes [28, 86,
123]. These approaches are very similar to some feature selection works [12, 11]. Here, attribute
detectors are jointly learned with the image classifier in the max-margin framework. For instance,
Farhadi et al. proposed to use random comparisons and within category prediction to learn the dis-
criminative attributes respectively [28]. Nonetheless, the resulting set of attributes is not guaran-
teed to have semantic meaning; defeating one of the primary purposes of using attribute descriptors.
Yu et al. designed a category-level discriminative attribute learning algorithm according to category-
separability and learnability [123]. However, their method also cannot be used to describe images
with concise semantic meaning due to the design of category-attribute matrix. There is also signifi-
cant human effort required to build a new category-attribute matrix.
Contributions: The aim of this chapter is to discover the set of semantic attributes which are also
discriminative and reliable for the given classification task. To that end, we propose a discriminative
selection algorithm which takes as input the image attributes discovered from the manual process via
the AMT. There are two main advantages of using the proposed approach: (1) the feature dimen-
sionality can be significantly reduced which simplifies the classification process and (2) the selected
attributes can potentially improve the system performance due to the fact that the selection is based
on the attribute discrimination power. The algorithm selects the subset of semantically meaningful
attributes maximising two attribute properties: attribute discriminative power and attribute reliability.
Attribute discriminative power is related to the property of the attribute descriptor to separate images
of different categories. Therefore, we relate the attribute reliability to the error produced during the
attribute descriptor extraction (training) process. We apply our method to the zero-shot learning prob-
lem investigated in [51]. We show that by applying our algorithm we can decrease the dimensionality
of the attribute descriptor by 35%, achieving better performance than the state-of-the-art approach
proposed in [51].
We continue this chapter as follows. Section 4.2 presents the proposed attribute properties. Then
we describe the proposed algorithm in Section 4.3. The experiment and results are discussed in
Section 4.4. Finally, the main findings and future direction are presented in Section 4.5.
4.2 Property of Image Attributes
Each element of an image attribute descriptor defines the existence/absence of an image property [51].
Generally, in an image classification task, each image is represented by the same set of image at-
tributes. Let zi ∈ {0, 1}B be the B dimensional attribute descriptor of image Ii; the function
Φb : Rd 7→ {0, 1} be the b-th attribute detector. Each element in zi is determined as:
zi,b = Φb(xi) (4.1)
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where zi,b is the b-th element of zi and xi is the set of features extracted from image Ii.
In order to be successful in a classification task, one needs to ensure that the attribute descriptor
sufficiently separates images from different categories. Nevertheless, as demonstrated by Farhadi et al.
in [28], although a set of image attributes can effectively describe objects from different categories,
it may not always be sufficient for distinguishing between different categories. This is due to the fact
that most image attributes were generated by asking a human to describe images. For instance, it is
reasonable to describe a cat as a four legged animal. However, this attribute is not useful to distin-
guish between cats and dogs as they are both four legged animals. In addition, it is almost impossible
to manually identify the subset of discriminative attributes from a large pool of attributes for solving
an image classification task with a large number of categories. Therefore, it is important to have an
automatic system which is able to identify a subset of discriminative attributes for each application
domain.
Another important aspect that should be considered to develop such a system is the fact that
the attribute descriptor extraction process is not error-free. This is because the attribute detectors
{Φb}Bb=1 are essentially binary classifiers trained to minimise the classification generalisation error. It
is preferable to have reliable attribute detectors, which in turn could minimise the overall descriptor
extraction error.
In the light of the above facts, we propose that there are intrinsically two aspects contributing to
the performance of a classification system utilising image attribute descriptors: (1) attribute discrim-
inative power; and (2) attribute reliability. The former determines the separability between image
categories, and the latter determines the reliability of each attribute detector and also the semantic
drift of the attribute classifier. Discriminative power has been explored in [123] to discover discrim-
inative category-level attributes. Nevertheless, the discovered attributes resulting from this approach
do not necessarily have semantic meaning.
4.2.1 Discriminative and Reliable Attribute Learning
Attribute discriminative power governs how well a set of image attributes separate images from dif-
ferent categories. The attribute discriminative power, ∆ can be defined as:
∆ =
∑
i
∑
j
‖zi − zj‖H zi ∈ c, zj /∈ c (4.2)
where zi and zj are the attribute descriptors of the i-th and j-th images which belong to different
categories, respectively; ‖ · ‖H is the hamming distance. The reason why we use hamming distance is
because the most popular attribute model is binary model which means the visual attributes are in the
form of present or absent situations given a sample. In this chapter we focus on this attribute model.
Therefore the visual attribute are in the binary space which relies on hamming distance to describe
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the distance between samples. The above equation can be easily extended to the zero-shot learning
where only category-level attributes are available:
∆ =
∑
i
∑
j
‖hi − hj‖H i 6= j (4.3)
where hi,hj ∈ {0, 1}B are the category-level attribute descriptor. Intuitively, when the attribute
discriminative power ∆ is maximised, the margin between pair-wise categories will be maximised in
the attribute feature space. This will lead to high category separability.
4.2.2 Attribute Reliability
We define the attribute reliability Ω which measures the reliability of a set of attribute detectors as:
Ω =
B∑
b=1
ωb (4.4)
where ωb is the reliability score of the b-th attribute detector. The individual reliability score ωb is
related to the generalisation error of the attribute detector Φb. Indeed it is difficult to determine the
generalisation error of a classifier [8, 103]. One possible alternative is to define ωˆb which is the
approximation of ωb. Thus, the approximated attribute reliability, Ωˆ, is defined as:
Ωˆ =
B∑
b=1
ωˆb. (4.5)
In the present work we determine ωˆb by first constructing the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)
curve of the attribute detector Φb and computing the Area Under the Curve (AUC). We further per-
form non-linear normalisation using a sigmoid function in order to increase the contrast between the
reliable and non-reliable attributes. Therefore, we define ωˆb as:
ωˆb =
1
1 + e−β(AUCb−γ)
(4.6)
where AUCb is the AUC of the attribute detector Φb; β, γ are the normalisation parameters. We
determine both the AUC normalisation parameters from a cross-validation set. It is noteworthy to
mention the attribute reliability relies on two factors: (1) the generalisation error of the attribute
detector; and (2) the semantic drift caused by the noise in the attribute detector training process.
The semantic drift happens when an attribute detector accidentally learns a concept different from
the initial intention [28]. For instance, when we use car and non-car images as positive and negative
samples in order to learn has wheel attribute, the corresponding attribute detector may learn is metallic
concept as the most discriminative feature to differentiate cars with non-car images. Our proposed
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approximation of the attribute reliability Ωˆ captures the former factor. Nevertheless, it is still difficult
to measure the degree of the attribute detector semantic drift.
4.3 Discriminative and Reliable Attribute Learning
4.3.1 Prior Work
In this part, we will briefly introduce the Discriminative Attribute Prediction (DAP) method proposed
in [51]. The DAP uses the Bayes rule to model the relationships between attribute descriptor zi and
low-level feature representation xi of an image as well as zi and the unseen test category label v. The
attribute descriptor zyi for a seen training category y can be represented as a vector
[
zyi,1, ..., z
y
i,B
]T ,
the Bayes posteriori probability for a test category v given an input xi can be defined as:
P (v|xi) = P (v)
B∏
b=1
P
(
zvi,b|xi
)
P
(
zvi,b
) (4.7)
where P (v) is the prior of the test category v, P (zvi,b) denotes the attribute prior, P (z
v
i,b|xi) is the
image-attribute probability output of the attribute detector φb. The authors assume identical test cate-
gory prior and ignore P (v) effectively. They also use empirical means P (zvi,b) =
1
K
∑K
k=1 I(z
k
i,b = z
v
i,b)
for all the training categories, where I(·) is the indicator function that gives value one when the con-
dition is met, zero otherwise; and K is the number of training categories. Finally, the best output
category from all test categories v1, ..., vq is assigned to a test sample xi according to the Maximum
A Posteriori probability (MAP) prediction as:
f (xi) = arg max
q=1,...,Q
P (v|xi) = arg max
q=1,...,Q
B∏
b=1
P
(
z
vp
i,b|xi
)
P
(
z
vp
i,b
) (4.8)
4.3.2 Discriminative and Reliable Attribute Selection
Given a pool of image attributes U , the goal of the present work is to mine the set of attributes which
have high discriminative power, as well as reliability. To that end, we define our objective function
J(·) as:
J
({U, {hi}Ci=1, {Φb}Bb=1}) = argmax
S∈U
(
αΩˆS + (1− α)∆S
)
(4.9)
where U = {1 · · ·B} is the set of all image attributes; S ∈ U is the selected subset of image at-
tributes; ∆S and ΩˆS are the selected attribute discriminative power and attribute reliability, respec-
tively; {Φb}Bb=1 is the set of attribute detectors; C is the number of categories; α is the mixing param-
eter which determines the importance between attribute discriminative power and reliability.
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We note that the optimisation problem presented in (4.9) is NP-hard as it involves optimisation
in binary space [71]. This means that the problem cannot be solved by any traditional optimisation
algorithm such as gradient descent algorithms. As such, we propose a greedy algorithm wherein for
each step, it chooses the attribute that maximises the objective. We call this algorithm Discriminative
and Reliable Attribute Learning (DRAL).
The goal of the DRAL algorithm is to select a subset of attributes S so that it maximises J(·).
The algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. The algorithm optimises the function J(·) by optimising
a single attribute at a time. Let us suppose that we want to optimise the k-th attribute in S. This can
be done by converting (4.9) into:
J
({U, {hi}Ci=1, {Φb}Bb=1}) = argmax
k∈U
αωˆk + (1− α)∑
i
∑
j
‖hi,k − hj,k‖H+
α
∑
b 6=k
ωˆb + (1− α)
∑
i
∑
j
∑
b6=k
‖hi,b − hj,b‖H
 (4.10)
which then can be further simplified into:
J
({U, {hi}Ci=1, {Φb}Bb=1}) = argmax
k∈U
αωˆk + (1− α)∑
i
∑
j
‖hi,k − hj,k‖H + C
 (4.11)
where C = α
∑
b6=k ωˆb+ (1−α)
∑
i
∑
j
∑
b 6=k ‖hi,b−hj,b‖H ; hi,k is the k-th element of the category-
level attribute descriptor i. To solve the above equation, the proposed algorithm chooses k from U
which optimises the above function. Here the k attribute is not included in the set S.
Before optimising the objective function with respect to k ∈ U , we would need to choose l ∈ S
which will be replaced by k. In this case, l needs to be the attribute that is most unreliable and
non-discriminative. This means we need to solve the following problem:
J
({U, {hi}Ci=1, {Φb}Bb=1}) = argmin
l∈S
αωˆl + (1− α)∑
i
∑
j
‖hi,l − hj,l‖H + C
 (4.12)
where C = α
∑
b 6=l ωˆb + (1 − α)
∑
i
∑
j
∑
b6=l ‖hi,b − hj,b‖H . The above equation can be addressed
by choosing the attribute from the selected subset S which minimises the function.
Given a subset S, the algorithm will alternate between solving (4.12) and (4.11). It stops when
the member of subset S does not change any further.
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Algorithm 1: The proposed greedy algorithm for solving (4.9). The final result is S which is the
most discriminative and reliable attribute set selected from U ; N is the number of attributes (i.e.,
N = |S|)
Input: {U, {hi}Ci=1, {Φb}Bb=1}, N
1: S ← randomly select N number of attributes from U
2: repeat
3: l ∈ S ← Solve (4.12)
4: S = S − {l}
5: k ∈ U ← Solve (4.11)
6: S = S ∪ {k}
7: until S does not change
There are several design choices on how S is initialised. However, from our empirical analysis,
initialising S by randomly selecting attributes from U always gives quick convergence. Therefore,
we will use random selection to initialise S. The full algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. We will
later show in the experiment that by doing this procedure, the algorithm monotonically increases the
objective function and thus convergence can be reached.
As to the computational complexity, first term in (4.9) can be understood as the computational
cost of computing AUC, in the other word, it is just the computational complexity of each attribute
detector. In this method, we apply binary SVM classifier as the detector. Therefore the computational
complexity of first term is O(max(n, d)min(n, d)2) [14] where n is the number of points and d is
the number of dimensions. For the second term, it computes the pairwise hamming distance between
samples in the form of a fixed length of attribute representation. Therefore computational complexity
of second term is O(n2q(S)), where q(S) is the number of attributes in set S. For the maximum
procedure, we need to another loop to traverse all the attributes in S. Thus the final computational
complexity is O(q(S) ∗ ((max(n, d)min(n, d)2) + n2q(S))). The computational complexity is not
very high.
Another way to solve (4.9) is by considering a group of attributes instead of an individual attribute.
We call this approach as group selection approach. Unlike the proposed approach, in the group selec-
tion approach, at one instance, we would like to select a group of attributes that will optimise (4.9).
Nevertheless, from our observation, in this setting, the solution can always be reduced to the single
attribute selection presented in (4.11) and (4.12). This reduces the group selection approach to give
virtually the same results as the proposed approach.
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4.4 Experiment Evaluation
In this section, the variants of the proposed approach are evaluated and compared. Then the best
performing system will be contrasted to the state-of-the-art method named Direct Attribute Prediction
(DAP) [51]. We note that we use the same classifier as DAP for all variants. The difference is that the
DAP uses the whole set of attribute pool. We consider the zero-shot learning problem applied in the
Animal with Attribute dataset (AwA) [51].
4.4.1 Dataset and Experiment Settings
The AwA dataset contains 35,474 images of 50 animal categories with 85 attribute labels. It has two
types of labels for each image: the attribute label and category label. Category label indicates the
animal category to which the image belongs. Attribute label represents the presence/absence of an
attribute in an image. Therefore, each image is represented by 85-dimensional attribute descriptor.
We note that in this dataset, all the images in the same category have the same attribute representation.
We follow the experiment protocol and the settings used in [51] for the zero-shot learning problem. In
particular, the categories are divided into two disjoint sets: 40 categories for training and 10 categories
for testing. In this way, there is no training image given for the 10 categories in the test set. However,
manually labelled category-level attributes for each test category are given.
For the low-level feature used to train the attribute detectors and detect the attributes, we use
the same extracted features as in [51] such as: HSV colour histogram, SIFT [68], rgSIFT [102],
PHOG [7], SURF [3], and local self-similarity [96]. All the features are combined using the Multiple
Kernel Learning. We also use the kernels provided in [51], to make our results comparable to the
previous works. In addition, we also use the same parameters to train the attribute detectors, and
repeat the experiment 5 times.
The proposed DRAL algorithm has three parameters: β and γ which are used for (4.6) and the
mixing coefficient α. The values of all parameters are selected from the cross-validation set. From
our empirical analysis, we found that γ = 1
B
∑
b ωˆb to be a good value. In addition β is determined
from range [0, 100].
The mixing coefficient α determines the importance of the attribute properties (i.e., attribute
discriminative power and attribute reliability). We search α with range [0.1...0.9] and we find that
α = 0.9 to performs the best. Intuitively, we should put more importance on the attribute discrim-
inative power when there are a large number of categories. This can be explained by the fact that
a large number of categories require longer binary code to sufficiently separate them. However, as
mentioned, there are only 10 categories in the test set; thus, we need to put more importance toward
the attribute reliability.
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4.4.2 Experimental Results
For the first evaluation, we compare five variants of the proposed system: (1) DRAL using only the
attribute discriminative power information (i.e., α = 0), denoted DRAL (discriminative); (2) DRAL
using only the attribute reliability information (i.e., α = 1.0), DRAL (reliability); (3) the proposed
DRAL using both attribute properties, denoted DRAL (both); (4) semi-random selection, and (5) ran-
dom selection. The semi-random selection approach uses the DRAL algorithm without solving (4.12).
Instead, the approach randomly selects l ∈ S. Whilst the random selection approach randomly selects
S from U .
We first present the empirical study of the study the proposed algorithm’s convergence. Figure 4.1
shows the plot of the objective function score presented in (4.9) for each variant of DRAL in every
loop. Note that for the case of random selection, the attribute set S is randomly selected for every
loop. This result suggests that when using both attribute properties, the proposed algorithm achieves
the highest convergence rate (i.e., after iteration 20). Moreover, the other approaches are not able
to maximise the objective function. The semi-random selection variant requires more iterations to
converge. This shows that our strategy requires both attribute properties in order to maximise the
objective function.
It is noteworthy to mention that the algorithm did not converge when using only the attribute
discriminative power property. On closer examination, we found that the system picked many unre-
liable attributes. Although, the system generate discriminative attribute descriptors that sufficiently
separate the 10 test categories, the generated large errors (unreliability) during the attribute descriptor
extraction on each test image led to a large classification error.
In the second evaluation, we compared the performance of all variants in the test set. To this
end, we varied the number of selected attribute, N from 35 to 75. Figure 4.2 presents the results.
The proposed DRAL algorithm using both attribute properties generally performs better than the
other variants. In Figure 4.1, the variant achieves slightly better performance than the original DAP
when only 55 attributes were selected (i.e., 35% less). Moreover, we can reduce this to 40 with a
price of slight performance loss (from 41.5% to 41.2%). This suggests that the proposed algorithm
is able to select the most discriminative attribute set from the 85 attributes provided in the dataset.
Table 4.1 presents further detailed results when the number of attributes was set to 55. These results
are consistent with the convergence evaluation presented before.
4.4.3 Comparative Analysis to DAP
In this evaluation, we use the best performing system previously found (i.e., DRAL (both)). Figure 4.3
present the comparison between the DAP and the DRAL ROC curves. This further validates the effi-
cacy of the proposed system. The AUCs of the system in most categories are better than those of the
DAP. This suggests that the automatic selection of discriminative and reliable attributes does indeed
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Figure 4.1: The plot of objective function (4.9) for each variant of the proposed approach
Table 4.1: Zero-shot multi-class classification accuracy on 10 novel animal categories selecting 55
attributes.
Methods Accuracy (in %)
DRAL (both) 41.5
DRAL (reliability) 40.9
DRAL (discriminative) 37.5
Semi-random selection 40.6
Random selection 40.2
original DAP [51] 41.4
notably improve the performance over the DAP in most test categories. In particular, it significantly
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of the proposed approach variants when the number of selected attributes
varies from 35 to 75, the best performance (41.5% in accuracy outperforms that of DAP method in
Table 4.1) appears at the point when 55 selected attributes used.
outperforms DAP in leopard, persian+cat, chimpanzee, and seal. However, we note that there are
still two categories performing worse, namely the pig and hippopotamus categories.
4.5 Summary
Image attributes offer a convenient way of bringing semantic concepts into a machine-readable image
representation. Although these image attributes are generally semantically meaningful, they are not
necessarily discriminative. This means that there is no guarantee for image classification systems
using this approach to achieve good performance. To that end, in the chapter we study two properties
of image attributes: attribute discriminative power and attribute reliability. The attribute discrimi-
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native power is related to the property of a set of image attributes to separate images of different
categories. The attribute reliability is related to the error produced during the attribute descriptor
extraction process, We propose a greedy algorithm, here denoted Discriminative Reliable Attribute
Learning (DRAL), to select a subset of attributes to maximise an objective function that incorporates
the two properties. Given a pool of image attributes, the algorithm first selects the image attribute
minimising the objective function from the selected set. Then, it replaces the image attribute from the
pool with the one maximising the objective function. The process iterates until the selected set does
not change.
We empirically showed that the algorithm converges and was able to optimise the objective func-
tion. We contrasted our proposed approach with the state-of-the-art approach, denoted DAP, for the
zero-shot learning problem in the Animal with Attribute dataset. The results demonstrated that with
significantly less number of attributes, the proposed approach achieved a comparable performance to
the DAP approach.
There are many extensions and feasible enhancements that can be explored in the future. For in-
stance, we could use a better approximation to measure the attribute reliability property that considers
both the detector performance as well as the semantic drift. Another interesting future direction is to
find the smallest set of attributes by adding an additional regularisation term in the objective function.
We can also explore some novel applications for the proposed strategy such as super resolution [59],
3D reconstruction [127, 128], or anomaly detection in surveillance systems [116]. Here we can use
attributes of low-resolution images as the query to collect the high-resolution images which have sim-
ilar parts to that, then use the patches of the high-resolution images as sources to approximate the
patches of low-resolution images and reconstruct the high-resolution images.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of the Performance between the proposed method DRAL and DAP ROC-
curves, and AUC value for the ten test classes
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Chapter 5
Automatic and Quantitative Evaluation of
Attribute Discovery methods
What makes things memorable is that they
are meaningful, significant, colourful.
Joshua Foer
Chapter Summary: In this chapter, we propose an attribute meaningfulness metric to
address the challenging problem of automatic quantitative evaluation of meaningfulness
of the attribute sets discovered by various attribute or code generation methods. More
importantly, the automatic comparison of attribute meaningfulness between various at-
tribute discovery methods can be performed in this fashion.
5.1 Introduction
After introducing the discriminative and meaningful attribute selection in the attribute-level super-
vised case, in this chapter we focus on the discovery of the meaningful and discriminative attributes
from another aspect, the attribute-level unsupervised fashion. However, for the purpose of this, we
need to discover what attribute meaningfulness is, and how can we evaluate it for the automatically
discovered attribute in an unsupervised way. Unfortunately, there is no such automatic way to evaluate
the meaningfulness of automatically discovered attributes except the traditional naive human manual
evaluation. In this chapter, we target this shortcoming in the literature to propose a novel metric of
the meaningfulness of automatically discovered attributes. From this research, we can begin to glean
some insights on mechanisms required to extract meaningful attributes/binary codes which serve as
the basics for the work in Chapter 7. Through the comprehensive literature review in Chapter 2 and
analysis in this chapter, we are able to answer research question 2 in Section 1.1.
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Language is one of the most important factors in communication. We would not have been able to
write this thesis if there was not any language! Human language has been used for solving computer
vision problems such as scene understanding [80], image or video description [58, 88], and image
retrieval [65]. The language model helps us to make an effective transfer of domain expert knowledge
into machines. Using human language as a tool to explain the object or scene can be quite powerful
to address many computer vision problems [28, 49, 29]. For instance, the active learning framework
proposed in [46] employs human knowledge to learn better models. Visual attributes are extremely
useful as they are: (1) human understandable; (2) machine computable; and (3) shared across classes.
For these reasons, recently there are many attribute discovery methods that have been proposed to
extract visual/image attributes [4, 86, 45].
One of the biggest challenges in using attribute descriptors is that an enormous amount of training
images with attribute labels is required to train attribute classifiers. It is extremely tedious, time-
consuming and expensive to label each individual image for every attribute (e.g., if there are 64 at-
tributes, then each image should have at least 64 labels with one label for each attribute). Furthermore,
in some specialised domains such as Ornithology [114], Entomology [109] and cell pathology [115],
the human labelling task could be immensely expensive as only a few highly trained experts could
conduct such work.
To reduce the workload, automatic attribute discovery methods have been developed [4, 86, 95,
115, 123]. The primary aim of these works is to learn a function that maps the original image feature
space into a binary code space wherein each individual bit represents the presence/absence of a visual
attribute. These attribute discovery methods are also closely related to hashing methods [34, 54, 113].
The difference is that, unlike automatic attribute discovery approaches, hashing methods focus more
on how to significantly reduce the storage demand and computational complexity whilst maintaining
system accuracy.
Despite great strides that have been made in this field, there are still some questions left unad-
dressed: (1) Given the set of attributes/binary codes discovered by a method, are these attributes or
binary codes really meaningful? (2) Can we compare these methods by directly observing the discov-
ered attributes? By exploring these questions, we can begin to glean some insights on mechanisms
required to extract meaningful attributes/binary codes. We note that the aim of this work is not to
propose a new method to discover attributes. Instead, we propose a meaningfulness metric and use
this tool to study existing methods.
Gauging “how meaningful” for a given attribute can be an ill-posed problem as there is no obvious
yardstick for measuring this. Fortunately, it is pointed out by Parikh and Grauman that meaningful
attributes may have a shared structure [76, 77]. This means, given an attribute feature space, mean-
ingful attributes are likely to be close to each other within a subspace. In Chapter 6, we further study
this shared structure and apply our findings to the task of automatic generation of surveillance video
descriptions.
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Figure 5.1: An illustration of the proposed attribute meaningfulness metric. Each individual attribute
is represented as the outcome of the corresponding attribute classifier tested on a set of images. In-
spired by [77], we propose an approach to measure the distance between a set of discovered attributes
and the meaningful subspace. The metric score is derived using a subspace interpolation between
Meaningful Subspace and Non-Meaningful/Noise Subspace. The score indicates how many mean-
ingful attributes are contained in the set of discovered attributes.
Inspired by previous works, we propose a novel meaningfulness metric that will become one of
the yardsticks to measure attribute meaningfulness. More specifically, we first measure the distance
between the discovered attributes and the meaningful attribute subspace. To this end, an approximate
geodesic distance based on reconstruction error is proposed. As it may be difficult to perform quanti-
tative analysis/study using this distance directly, we then derive the meaningfulness metric based on
the distance. In particular, the metric is derived by first performing a subspace interpolation between
meaningful subspace and non-meaningful subspace, lying on the manifold of decision boundaries.
The distance on each interpolated subspace is calculated. These are then used to calibrate the distance
of the discovered attributes to the meaningful subspace. Figure 5.1 illustrates our main idea.
Contributions — We list our contributions as follows:
• We propose a reconstruction error based approach with two different regularisations (i.e., `0
and convex hull) to approximate the geodesic distance between a given attribute set and the
Meaningful Subspace.
• We propose the attribute meaningfulness metric that allows us to quantitatively measure the
meaningfulness of a set of automatically discovered attributes. The metric score is related to
“the percentage of meaningful attributes contained in the set of attributes.”
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• We propose an improved calibration method to avoid pathological cases where the calibration
could not be performed. This method is developed based on the in-depth analysis performed in
this chapter.
• We present extensive experiments and analysis on four popular attribute datasets to demonstrate
that our proposal can really capture attribute meaningfulness. The attribute meaningfulness of
some recent automatic attribute discovery methods and various hashing approaches are also
evaluated on these datasets. A user study is conducted to further validate the effectiveness of
the proposed metric. In addition, we compare the proposed metric with a metric adapted from a
recent semi-supervised attribute discovery method using the Mixture of Probabilistic Principal
Component Analysis (MPPCA) [77, 99]
In this chapter, we perform in-depth analysis on the proposed metric and consider well-known
public datasets. Throughout these experiments and in-depth analysis, we found that the calibration
step heavily depends on the meaningful subspace spanned by the selected meaningful attributes, de-
noted as the subspace bases. The space spanned by these bases should be maximised in order to ensure
the calibration is performed correctly? To remedy this, we present a simple-yet-effective technique
using semantic reasoning and threshold setting.
We continue the chapter as follows. We introduce our approach of evaluating attribute mean-
ingfulness in Section 5.2. Our proposed metric is described in Section 5.3. Next, we discuss the
experiments and results in Section 5.4. Finally, the main findings and future directions are presented
in Section 5.5.
5.2 Measuring Attribute Set Meaningfulness
We begin by describing the manifold of decision boundaries and the meaningful attribute subspace
wherein our proposed metric is based. Then, we define the distance between the automatically dis-
covered attributes and the meaningful attribute set in the manifold space to measure the attribute
meaningfulness.
5.2.1 Manifold of Decision Boundaries
Suppose there is a set of samples X = {xi}Ni=1, an attribute can be considered as a decision boundary
which partitions the set into two subsetsX+∪X− = X . HereX+ represents the set where the attribute
is present andX− represents the set where the attribute is absent. Therefore, all the attributes are lying
on a manifold formed by decision boundaries [77].
In this case, an attribute can also be viewed as anN -dimensional binary vector whose element rep-
resents the classification output of sample xi classified by the corresponding attribute binary classifier
φ(·) ∈ R. The sign of the classifier output on xi indicates whether the sample belongs to the positive
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or negative set (i.e., X+ or X−). As such, an attribute can be represented as z[X ] ∈ {−1,+1}N whose
i-th element is z[X ](i) = sign(φ(xi)) ∈ {−1,+1}. For the sake of simplicity, we drop the symbol [X ]
from z[X ] whenever the context is clear. Thus, the manifold of decision boundaries w.r.t. X can be
defined as M[X ] ∈ {−1,+1}N which is embedded in an N -dimensional binary space. Again, we
also writeM[X ] asM.
As observed from [77, 76], the meaningful attributes have shared structure wherein they lie close
to each other on the manifold. In other words, all the meaningful attributes are contained in a sub-
space onM. In an ideal case, all possible meaningful attributes should be included in the subspace.
Unfortunately, it is infeasible to enumerate all of them. One intuitive solution is to rely on the exist-
ing human knowledge, that is, the human labelled attributes from various datasets such as [6, 76, 77].
These attributes are all naturally meaningful since they are collected through human annotation from
the AMT. However, the number of available labelled attributes may not be sufficient. To this end,
based on the shared structure assumption, we thus introduce an approximation of the meaningful
subspace by linear combinations of the human labelled attributes. This means, if an automatically
discovered attribute is close enough to any attribute existing in the meaningful subspace, it should be
considered as a meaningful attribute.
5.2.2 Distance of an Attribute to the Meaningful Subspace
In this section, we mathematically define the reconstruction error based distance of an attribute to the
Meaningful Subspace. Given a set of N images X , we denote S = {hj}Jj=1,hj ∈ {−1,+1}N as
the set of meaningful attributes. We use a matrix A ∈ RN×J , in which each column vector is the
representation of an attribute, to form the set S . As the assumption in [77], meaningful attributes
should close to the meaningful subspace spanned by the set of meaningful attributes S. For instance,
the primary colours red, green and blue, are able to construct the set of secondary colours such as
yellow, magenta, and cyan. Moreover, the primary colours can provide negative information clues to
describe other primary colours (e.g., blue is neither green nor red). Under this assumption, we are
able to define a reconstruction error based distance between an attribute and the meaningful subspace.
More specifically, let zk be an attribute and A be the representation of meaningful attributes. The
distance is defined as:
min
r
‖Ar− zk‖22, (5.1)
where r ∈ RJ×1 is the reconstruction coefficient vector. Note that the reconstruction in (5.1) may
not lie in the manifold M (i.e. Ar /∈ M). Therefore, we relax this reconstruction procedure into
Euclidean space for computational simplicity. This relaxation effectively becomes an approximation
of the true geodesic distance.
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5.2.3 Distance Between a Set of Discovered Attributes and the Meaningful
Subspace
Analogously, suppose there are K discovered attributes, we use matrix B ∈ {0, 1}N×K to represent
the discovered attribute set D. Then, according to the specific set of images X , we can define the
distance between the set of discovered attributes D and the Meaningful Subspace S as the average
reconstruction error:
δ(D,S;X ) = 1
K
min
R
‖AR−B‖2F , (5.2)
where ‖ · ‖F andR ∈ RJ×K are the Frobenious norm and the reconstruction matrix respectively.
The reconstruction coefficients are preferably sparse, because generally only a few attributes can
provide useful clues to reconstruct a particular attribute, while most of them should stay inactive in
this procedure. Similar to the example in Section 5.2.2, only a few colour attributes can reconstruct
another colour attribute, most of them should stay inactive (i.e., their reconstruction coefficient should
be 0). Unfortunately, the distances in (5.1) and (5.2) may create dense reconstruction coefficients
due to the absence of a regularisation term. As such, we first introduce convex hull regularisation.
Moreover, according to [94], the perception mechanism of human visual systems follows the sparsity
principle. That means only a few attributes will first trigger the semantic-visual connection in our
brain. Desirable attribute discovery methods should also obey this principle. Hereby, we consider the
sparsity-inducing `0 regularisation as the second regularisation alternative.
Convex hull regularisation
Via introducing a convex hull constraint, (5.2) becomes:
δcvx(D,S;X ) = 1
K
min
R
‖AR−B‖2F s. t.
R (i, j) ≥ 0
J∑
i=1
R(i, ·) = 1.
(5.3)
This objective function describes the average distance between each discovered attribute zk ∈ D and
the convex hull of S. Its optimisation can be efficiently solved using the method proposed in [10].
`0 regularisation
As to `0 regularisation, different from the convex hull regularisation, a possible direct correlation
between each discovered attribute zk ∈ D and the meaningful attribute, hj ∈ S is considered:
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δjp(D,S;X ) = 1
K
min
R
‖AR−B‖2F , s. t. (5.4)
∀k ∈ {1 · · ·K}, ‖R·,k‖0 ≤ 1,
∀j ∈ {1 · · · J}, ‖Rj,·‖0 ≤ 1.
where Rj,·, R·,k represent the j-th row vector and the k-th column vector in matrix R respectively.
The two additional `0 regularisers enforce one-to-one relationships between S and D. The recon-
struction matrixR correlates each individually discovered attribute to each meaningful one. Namely,
for each discovered attribute zk ∈ D, the closest hj ∈ S is found to minimise the function. However,
it could be possible that |S| > |D|. In this case, we can only match K discovered attributes in S and
vice-versa.
Unfortunately, the optimisation for (5.4) is non-convex. As such, a greedy approach is proposed
to address this through iteratively finding pairs of meaningful discovered attributes with the smallest
distance. This can be converted into finding the pairs with the highest similarities (lowest distance
means highest similarity).
Here we can define the similarities between a discovered attribute zk and a meaningful attribute
hj in terms of their correlations. Let ρ(zk,hj), zk ∈ D,hj ∈ S be the correlation between zk and hj .
Then ρ can be defined as:
ρ(zk,hj) =
count(zk = hj)
N
, (5.5)
where count means the operation which counts how many same elements zk shares with hj .
Thus, the function ρ(zk,hj) can be computed from A·,j and B·,k, where A·,j , B·,k represent the
discovered attribute zk and the meaningful attribute hj respectively. Denote P as the set of M pairs
of hj ∈ S and zk ∈ D that have the highest correlation, P = {(h1j , z1k) · · · (hMj , zMk )}, hij = hlj if and
only if i = l, zik = z
l
k.
Therefore the matrixR∗ that minimises (5.4) is defined, after P is determined, via:
R∗j,k =
{
1 if (hj, zk) ∈ P
0 if (hj, zk) /∈ P .
(5.6)
For the given inputs D = {zk}Kk=1, S = {hj}Jj=1 and X = {xi}Ni=1, Algorithm 2 elaborates the
procedures of computing the set P . Note that, (hj, ·) and (·, zk) in step 3 represent all possible pairs
containing hj and zk, respectively.
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Algorithm 2: The proposed greedy algorithm to solve (5.4)
Input: D = {zk}Kk=1, S = {hj}Js=1 and X = {xi}Ni=1
Ensure: P that contains M pairs that have the highest correlation, where M = min(K, J).
1: P ← {}
2: while |P| ≤M do
3: Find the highest ρ(hj, zk) where (hj, ·) /∈ P and (·, zk) /∈ P .
4: P = P ∪ (hj, zk)
5: end while
5.3 Attribute Set Meaningfulness Metric
Attribute meaningfulness metric is designed to determine which existing automatic attribute discovery
method is more likely to discover meaningful attributes. Moreover, it can be provide some insights
about how to devise new automatic attribute discovery methods.
In this section we will introduce the Attribute Set Meaningfulness Metric. We order our discussion
as follows: (1) Meaningful subspace interpolation, (2) Selecting meaningful subspace representation,
and (3) Computing the meaningfulness metric.
By means of the distance functions δjp and δcvx described in Section 5.2.2, we are able to mea-
sure how far the set of discovered attributes D is from the Meaningful Subspace S. The closer the
distance, the more meaningful the set of attributes are. However, as the relationship between the pro-
posed distances and meaningfulness could be non-linear, the distance may not be easy to interpret.
Furthermore, it is difficult to compare the results between δcvx and δjp.
5.3.1 Attribute Meaningful Subspace Interpolation
Our goal is to obtain a metric that is both easy to interpret and able to perform comparisons between
various distance functions. Inspired by [35], we apply the subspace interpolation to generate a set of
subspaces between Meaningful Subspace, and Non-Meaningful Subspace or Noise Subspace. Here,
we use a set of evenly distributed random attributes to represent the Non-Meaningful Subspace N .
For the purpose of subspace interpolation, the meaningful attribute set S is divided into two sub-
sets:
S1 ∪ S2 = S (5.7)
where, we consider the set S1 as the representation of the Meaningful Subspace. When gradually
adding random attributes N˜ ∈ N into S2, the interpolated sets of subspaces can be obtained. Here
we present the proposition, which guarantees that the interpolation is able to generate subspaces
between the Meaningful Subspace and the Non-Meaningful Subspace.
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Proposition 5.3.1. Let S˜ = S2 ∪ N˜ ; when N˜ = {}, the distance δ∗ between S˜ and S1 (refer to
(5.7)) is minimised. However, when N˜ → N , the distance between S˜ and S1 is asymptotically close
to δ∗(S1,N ;X ), where δ∗ is the distance function presented previously such as δjp and δcvx. More
precisely, we can define the relationship as follows:
lim
|N˜ |→∞
δ∗(S˜,S1;X ) = δ∗(N ,S1;X ). (5.8)
Proof. LetR∗ be the solution for the distance δ∗. The distance δ∗ can be computed as follows:
δ∗(S2 ∪ N˜ ,S1;X ) = 1|S2 ∪ N˜ |‖AR
∗ −B‖2F
=
1
|S2 ∪ N˜ |
∑
bi∈S2∪N˜
‖Ar∗i − bi‖22
=
1
|S2 ∪ N˜ |
∑
bj∈S2
‖Ar∗j − bj‖22 +
∑
bl∈N˜
‖Ar∗l − bl‖22
 (5.9)
As S2 is assumed to be meaningful and N˜ is not, then adding attribute bl, a member of N˜ , should
increase the average distance. Thus, we have the following:
1
|S2 ∪ N˜ |
∑
bj∈S2
‖Ar∗j − bj‖22 +
∑
bl∈N˜
‖Ar∗l − bl‖22
 ≥ 1|S2| ∑
bj∈S2
‖Ar∗j − bj‖22 (5.10)
It means that the distance between S˜ = S2 ∪ N˜ and S1 can only be minimised when N˜ is an
empty set. On the other hand, when we keep increasing the size of N˜ , the contribution of the second
term in (5.9) becomes more significant than the first term. Thus, (5.9) is approximately close to:
≈ 1|N˜ |
∑
bl∈N˜
‖Ar∗l − bl‖22
 , as |N˜ | >> |S2| (5.11)
In addition, as |N˜ | → ∞, N˜ will be close to N . Thus, the above equation is approximately close to:
≈ 1|N |
{∑
bl∈N
‖Ar∗l − bl‖22
}
= δ∗(N ,S1;X ) (5.12)
Remarks. Proposition 5.3.1 basically describes when random attributes are added into S˜ gradually,
the subspace that is initially close to the Meaningful Subspace S1 will be increasingly more distant
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from S1. Eventually the subspace will be spanned by random attributes that is asymptotically close
to the Non-Meaningful attribute subspace.
5.3.2 Selecting Meaningful Subspace Representation
As discussed in Section 5.2.1, enumerating all of the meaningful attributes to represent the mean-
ingful attribute subspace is impossible. We thus use linear combinations of meaningful attributes to
approximate the meaningful subspace.
However, the division of the meaningful attributes into two subsets, as suggested in Proposi-
tion 5.3.1, will reduce the subspace spanned to represent the meaningful subspace. More specifically,
the linear combination of attributes from S1 may not span the whole meaningful subspace. To remedy
this, one should carefully select the attributes to form S1 that can maximise the space spanned by the
representation.
Under our proposed approach, which is based on the linear reconstruction, the selected meaningful
attributes for S1 should form the basis of the meaningful subspace. Here, one way to maximise the
space spanned is to select independent bases.
The attribute independence with respect to the others can be evaluated by how well the attribute
can be reconstructed from others. In addition, one can evaluate the attribute independence from the
attribute semantic names. For instance, textural attributes such as ‘metal’ may be independent to the
other textural attributes such as ‘grass’ or ‘wooden’. Therefore, these attributes should be included in
the set to represent the meaningful subspace i.e., the set S1.
In light of these facts, we propose an approach to perform meaningful subspace representation
selection, S1. First, the attribute semantic descriptions are considered. Any attributes that are deemed
independent will be indicated and always put in the set S1. On the second step, we evaluate the
attribute independence by applying either δcvx or δjp. In particular, we use a leave-one-attribute-out
scheme, which calculates the distance between one attribute to the rest of the attributes. We then set
the threshold α. Again, we indicate any attributes having distance more than α and always put them in
S1. The threshold, α will be one of the parameters, which will be determined during the experiments.
5.3.3 Computing the Meaningfulness Metric
After constructing the meaningful subspace, we can calibrate the attribute set meaningfulness distance
by subspace interpolation based on the equivalent distance effect assumption [5]. That is, if the
distance of two attribute subspaces to the meaningful subspace are the same, the amount of meaningful
contents contained in these two subspaces is the same.
We denote the distance between S˜ and the Meaningful Subspace S1 as δS˜ and the distance between
D and the Meaningful Subspace S1 as δD. After subspace interpolation, we find the subspace S˜ that
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makes δS˜ ≈ δD. Using the equivalent distance effect assumption, if δS˜ ≈ δD, the meaningfulness
between S˜ and D should be on par with each other. As S˜ is defined as a set of meaningful attributes
added with additional noise attributes, this representation is able to evaluate the meaningfulness ofD.
We can consider this task as an optimisation problem as follows:
g∗ = arg min
|N˜ |
∥∥∥δ∗({S2 ∪ N˜},S1;X )− δ∗(D,S1;X )∥∥∥2
2
(5.13)
where g∗ represents the minimum number of random attributes required to be added into S˜ to make
δS˜ ≈ δD. The above optimisation problem can be interpreted as searching for the furthest subspace S˜
from the Meaningful Subspace in an open sphere with radius δD. The above equation can be simply
solved by a curve fitting approach. In our implementation, we apply the least square approach.
Finally, we denote γ as the proposed attribute meaningfulness metric as follows:
γ(D;X ,S) = (1− g
∗
|S2|+ g∗ )× 100. (5.14)
Remarks. The equation in (5.14) determines how many noise/Non-Meaningful attributes are required
for a set of automatically discovered attributes to have similar distance as δD. On the other hand, our
proposed metric reflects how many meaningful attributes are contained in the attribute set. A smaller
number of Non-Meaningful attributes indicates a more meaningful attribute set overall.
Since different aspects of meaningfulness may be captured by various distance functions, we
combine the metric values calculated using both proposed distance functions. For simplicity, we
use an equally weighted summation: γ˜ = 1
2
γcvx +
1
2
γjp, as our final metric where γcvx and γjp are
metric score results when (5.14) are respectively applied to reconstruction error with convex hull
regularisation and with `0 regularisation.
5.4 Experiments
In this part, the efficacy of our approach to measure the meaningfulness of a set of attributes will
be first evaluated. Then the proposed metric is used to evaluate meaningfulness of the attribute sets
generated by various automatic attribute discovery methods such as PiCoDeS [4] and Discriminative
Binary Codes (DBC) [86] as well as some recent hashing methods such as Iterative Quantisation
(ITQ) [34], Spectral Hashing (SPH) [113], Locality Sensitivity Hashing (LSH) [54] and Kernel-Based
Supervised Hashing (KSH) [64].
The two proposed metrics γjp (5.4), γcvx (5.3) and the combined metric γ˜ are applied to eval-
uate the meaningfulness of the attributes discovered from the comparative methods on four attribute
datasets: (1) a-Pascal a-Yahoo dataset (ApAy) [28]; (2) Animal with Attributes dataset (AwA) [51];
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(3) SUN Attribute dataset (ASUN) [80]; (4) Unstructured Social Activity Attribute dataset (USAA)
[33]
Finally, our metric will then be compared against a user study and a metric, denoted the MPPCA
metric or MPPCA, adapted from the semi-supervised attribute discovery method proposed in [77].
5.4.1 Datasets and Experiment Setup
a-Pascal a-Yahoo dataset (ApAy) [28] — comprises two sources: a-Pascal and a-Yahoo. There are
12,695 cropped images in a-Pascal that are divided into 6,340 for training and 6,355 for testing with
20 categories. The a-Yahoo set has 12 categories disjoint from the a-Pascal categories. Moreover, it
only has 2,644 test exemplars. There are 64 attributes provided for each cropped image. The dataset
provides four features for each exemplar: local texture, HOG, edge and colour descriptor. We use the
training set for discovering attributes and we perform our study on the test set. More precisely, we
consider the test set as the set of images X defined in Section 5.2.1.
Animal with Attributes dataset (AwA) [51] — the dataset contains 35,474 images of 50 animal cat-
egories with 85 attribute labels. There are six features provided in this dataset: HSV colour histogram,
SIFT [68], rgSIFT [102], PHOG [7], SURF [3], and local self-similarity [96]. The AwA dataset is
proposed for studying the zero-shot learning problem. As such, the training and test categories are
disjoint; there are no training images for test categories and vice-versa. More specifically, the dataset
contains 40 training categories and 10 test categories. Similar to the ApAy dataset, we use the training
set for discovering attributes and we perform the study in the test set.
SUN Attribute dataset (ASUN) [80] — ASUN is a fine-grained scene classification dataset consist-
ing of 717 categories (20 images per category) and 14,340 images in total with 102 attributes. There
are four types of features provided in this dataset: (1) GIST; (2) HOG; (3) self-similarity; and (4)
geometric context colour histograms (See [119] for feature and kernel details). From 717 categories,
we randomly select 144 categories for discovering attributes. As for our evaluation, we randomly
select 1,434 images (i.e., 10% of 14,340 images) from the dataset. It means, in our evaluation, some
images may or may not come from the 144 categories used for discovering attributes.
Unstructured Social Activity Attribute dataset (USAA) [33] — USAA is a relatively novel bench-
mark attribute dataset for social activity video classification and annotation. It is manually annotated
with 69 groundtruth attributes from 8 semantic class videos from Columbia Customer Video (CCV)
dataset. There are 100 videos per-class for training and testing respectively. The annotated attributes
can be divided into 5 broad categories: actions, objects, scenes, sounds, and camera movement. The
8 classes in the dataset are birthday party, graduation party, music performance, non-music perfor-
mance, parade, wedding ceremony, wedding dance, and wedding reception. The SIFT, Space-Time
Interest Points (STIP), and Mel-scale Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) features for all these
videos are extracted in the dataset.
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For each experiment, we apply the following pre-processing step described in [4]. We first lift each
feature into a higher-dimensional space, which is three times larger than the original space. After the
features are lifted, we then apply Principle Component Analysis (PCA) to reduce the dimensionality
of the feature space by 40 percent. This pre-processing step is crucial for PiCoDeS as it uses lifted
feature space to simplify the training scheme while maintaining the information preserved in the
Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS). Therefore, the method performance will be severely
affected when lifted features are not used.
Each method is trained with the training images to discover the attributes. Then we use the
manifold M w.r.t. the test images for the evaluation. More precisely, each attribute descriptor is
extracted from test images (i.e., zk, zk ∈ {−1, 1}N , where N is the number of test images). For each
dataset, we use the attribute labels from AMT to represent the Meaningful Subspace, S.
We adapted the MPPCA metric from the semi-supervised attribute discovery method proposed
in [77]. In particular, to discover an attribute, the method in [77] progressively updates MPPCA
model using human feedback. In our settings, we directly train MPPCA using attributes found from
AMT for each dataset. To measure meaningfulness, we compute the posterior probability of the given
discovered attribute to the MPPCA model. We train MPPCA model using five components and three-
dimensional subspace for the ASUN dataset. As for the ApAy dataset, we use three components
and three-dimensional subspace. This is because the number of attributes in the ApAy dataset is
much smaller than the ASUN dataset. Unless otherwise stated, we follow the experiment settings for
MPPCA as described in [77]. For instance, we employ a threshold on the posterior probability to
determine whether an attribute is meaningful. The MPPCA metric is the calculated by computing the
percentage of the attributes deemed as meaningful over the total discovered attributes.
5.4.2 Do δcvx and δjp Measure Meaningfulness?
In this experiment, we evaluate whether the proposed approach really does measure the meaningful-
ness on a set of automatically discovered attributes. One of the key assumptions in our proposal is
that the distance between the Meaningful Subspace and the given attribute setD reflects the meaning-
fulness of a set of attribute. More specifically, if the distance is small, it is assumed that the attribute
set is potentially meaningful and vice-versa. Aiming to evaluate that, we construct two sets of at-
tributes, respectively with meaningful and non-meaningful attributes, and observe their distances to
the meaningful subspace.
As to the meaningful attribute set, we follow the methods used in Section 5.3. Providing manually
labelled attribute set S , here denoted the AMT attribute set 1, in each dataset, we follow the approach
used in Section 5.3 to divide the set into two subsets S1∪S2 = S where S1 represents the Meaningful
1As mentioned before, attributes discovered from the AMT procedure are considered meaningful. For the sake of
clarity, we call these attributes AMT attributes.
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Subspace and S2 is considered as a set of discovered attributes (i.e., D = S2). Unequivocally, the
attributes in S2 should be meaningful as they are manually labelled by human annotators. Thus, we
name S2 as the MeaningfulAttributeSet.
For non-meaningful attribute set, we create this set by randomly generating non-meaningful at-
tributes. As described in Section 5.3, we generate a finite set of random attributes denoted by N˜ . We
name this set as NonMeaningfulAttributeSet since it is non-meaningful and should have significantly
larger distance to the Meaningful Subspace.
Recall that the Meaningful Subspace S1 needs to be carefully selected to maximise the meaningful
subspace spanned. However, to show the efficacy of our proposed selection, we first randomly select
S1. Then, on the second experiment, we apply our proposed selection approach. To perform our
proposed selection approach, we must evaluate the independence of each AMT attribute via analysing
its attribute name and computing its individual reconstruction error. We will always put independent
attributes in S1. In other words, let Sˆ1 be the set of AMT attributes marked as independent attributes.
Then, the set S is divided into S1 and S2 such that, Sˆ1 will always be in S1. In this case, we still
randomly divide S with a constraint that Sˆ1 should always be in the set S1. As previously described,
a leave-one-attribute-out scheme is used to determine the independence of an AMT attribute with
respect to the rest of AMT attribute set. Figure 5.2a presents the result of this analysis. As we can
see, the reconstruction errors of ApAy dataset are, in general, much larger than the other datasets.
We conjecture that this might be caused by the fact that the other three datasets are all fine-grain
classification datasets, however ApAy is proposed for addressing the general classification problem.
This means the attributes provided in this dataset are more likely to be independent as they are used
to describe a wide variety of classes. For further inspection, we take the ApAy dataset and present
the results in the perspective of semantic reasoning of the attribute names. In Figure 5.2b, we plot
the reconstruction error for each attribute in ascending order. As we can see, the attributes with low
reconstruction errors are often more likely to be correlated (i.e., less independent). For example,
images such as the “leaf” and “pot” can reconstruct the “vegetation” attribute, “sail” and “mast” are
often present together in the sailing scenes. However, the attributes with high reconstruction error
are more likely to be independent (i.e., less correlated) such as shape-related attribute “3D Boxy”,
material-related attribute “Metal”, and especially “Occluded”. It is worthy to note that we only show
the analysis using reconstruction error with convex hull regularisation. The same findings are also
exhibited when the `0 regularisation is used.
To reasonably determine the parameter α (See Section 5.3.2), we average the highest reconstruc-
tion error scores from the other three fine-grain datasets. This gives us a value α = 18.89. That means
we consider any attributes in the datasets with error above α to be independent attributes. Thus, the
22 independent attributes with highest reconstruction error can be put into the meaningful attribute
subset S1 for better approximation of meaningful attribute subspace. The rest of the attributes are still
pooled and randomly selected. Table 5.1 shows the results with, and without, the proposed selection
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Figure 5.2: The reconstruction error analysis on datasets. In (a), the horizontal axis represents the
reconstruction error value; the vertical axis represents the frequency of the attributes which fall into
the range of reconstruction error. In (b), the horizontal axis depicts the name of each attribute, the
vertical axis represents the reconstruction error value.
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strategy. As we can see, after applying the selection, the MeaningfulAttributeSet, which is always
considered as meaningful, shows the lowest reconstruction error. That other methods almost remain
the same with little random perturbation which indicates that, for the automatic attribute discovery
methods, our metric is quite stable. Again, we note that we use δcvx, and similar results are found
when using δjp.
Table 5.1: Comparisons of reconstruction error results on ApAy dataset with, or without, the selection
strategy.
With selection Without selection
PiCoDeS 12.65 12.52
DBC 48.97 49.66
ITQ 50.73 51.70
SPH 48.91 49.79
LSH 52.17 53.14
KSH 38.34 38.66
NonMeaningful 53.20 54.34
Meaningful 12.09 18.29
Now, we are ready to discuss the evaluation of our proposed approach to determine whether our
approach can measure the attribute meaningfulness. In order to do that, we first perform the subspace
interpolation of all the attribute sets discovered by the methods. To perform the subspace interpo-
lation, the random attributes are progressively added to the set of attributes from each method. By
doing this, we can evaluate if the distance to Meaningful Subspace is enlarged when we progressively
increase the number of non-meaningful attributes.
Figure 5.3 presents the evaluation results.
Here we present the reconstruction error results for all 4 datasets where 16 and 32 attributes are
discovered by the methods respectively. Recall that although we carefully selected S1, the set S is
still randomly divided. We produced the results shown in Figure 5.3 by repeating the random division
of S1 100 times and calculating the average distance. The detail results are also shown in Table 5.2.
We note that no matter how S1 is selected, our method is relatively stable.
As we can see from the results that the MeaningfulAttributeSet has the closest distance to the
Meaningful Subspace for both distances δcvx and δjp on all datasets. As expected, the NonMean-
ingfulAttributeSet has the largest distance compared with the others. In addition, when the random
attributes are progressively added, the distance increases between the Meaningful Subspace and the
sets of attributes discovered by each method. These results indicate that the proposed approach could
be used to measure the meaningfulness of a set of attributes. Moreover, they also give a strong indi-
cation that there is a shared structure between meaningful attributes.
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Figure 5.3: Validation of attribute meaningfulness measurement by reconstruction error δcvx (first and
second rows) and δjp (third and fourth rows). In each subfigure, the horizontal axis represents the
percentage of noise attributes and the vertical axis means the reconstruction error values. As we can
see, both distances become larger when more random/non-meaningful attributes are added. Meaning-
fulAttributeSet has the closest distance to the Meaningful Subspace and NonMeaningfulAttributeSet
always has the largest distance. Here, each method is configured to discover 16 and 32 attributes. The
smaller the δ, the more meaningful the attribute set is.
Table 5.2: The table of values in reconstruction errors with standard deviation analysis. Letter E
conventionally represents ‘times n raised to the power of 10’
cvx jp
ApAy AwA ASUN USAA ApAy AwA ASUN USAA
16
PiCoDeS 12.65 ±9.57E-02 26.73 ±7.10E-02 13.76 ±2.33E-02 9.74 ±5.57E-02 358.61 ±1.53E+01 1150.76 ±1.71E+01 287.95 ±8.80E-01 166.57 ±3.17E+00
DBC 48.97 ±1.78E-04 27.30 ±2.04E-01 17.10 ±2.19E-02 12.12 ±1.14E-01 3499.92 ±2.93E+00 1358.82 ±2.32E+01 491.13 ±1.01E+00 249.69 ±3.39E+00
ITQ 50.73 ±3.15E-04 26.04 ±3.51E-01 17.66 ±4.85E-02 12.88 ±6.79E-02 3768.67 ±4.66E+00 1519.80 ±6.30E+01 551.51 ±3.13E+00 290.29 ±1.03E+00
SPH 48.91 ±1.26E-03 17.32 ±1.12E-01 17.10 ±1.85E-02 10.91 ±3.40E-02 3406.41 ±3.22E+00 588.92 ±3.38E+01 488.34 ±9.30E-01 189.45 ±8.48E-01
LSH 52.17 ±1.15E-09 38.51 ±7.64E-03 18.58 ±3.91E-02 13.22 ±9.34E-02 4127.82 ±6.09E+00 2775.42 ±3.59E+00 636.73 ±1.35E+00 320.39 ±1.53E+00
KSH 38.34 ±1.53E-02 27.94 ±9.73E-02 17.21 ±1.91E-02 12.23 ±6.70E-02 2122.98 ±4.50E+00 1285.05 ±9.89E+00 498.27 ±1.48E+00 246.14 ±1.40E+00
NonMeaningful 53.20 ±1.52E-09 39.27 ±4.32E-14 18.78 ±2.75E-02 13.55 ±1.21E-01 4411.74 ±7.45E-01 3008.71 ±8.16E-01 675.03 ±3.84E-01 339.79 ±2.52E+00
Meaningful 12.09 ±1.09E+00 11.60 ±2.08E+00 9.92 ±6.22E-01 6.78 ±6.27E-01 322.44 ±9.29E+01 492.54 ±1.06E+02 182.04 ±2.20E+01 83.54 ±1.44E+01
32
PiCoDeS 27.67 ±1.12E-01 21.84 ±5.42E-02 12.79 ±4.39E-02 11.82 ±1.49E-01 1872.33 ±3.95E+01 1277.40 ±6.75E+01 336.71 ±4.75E+00 224.44 ±1.96E+00
DBC 49.50 ±1.25E-04 25.56 ±2.69E-01 17.55 ±5.88E-02 12.50 ±3.02E-01 3691.58 ±7.46E+00 1563.89 ±6.90E+01 522.29 ±1.61E+00 272.04 ±2.89E+00
ITQ 51.02 ±2.57E-04 28.18 ±4.31E-01 17.92 ±1.09E-01 13.07 ±2.09E-01 3971.37 ±1.22E+01 2048.51 ±6.32E+01 578.97 ±3.25E+00 298.99 ±1.66E+00
SPH 48.35 ±1.62E-03 17.43 ±1.23E-01 17.54 ±4.82E-02 10.95 ±1.08E-01 3480.28 ±2.39E+01 1196.88 ±1.01E+02 530.47 ±1.45E+00 200.20 ±2.80E+00
LSH 52.22 ±3.37E-09 38.48 ±1.12E-02 18.70 ±9.51E-02 13.43 ±2.99E-01 4268.15 ±9.82E+00 2822.03 ±1.02E+01 656.52 ±2.36E+00 331.45 ±1.54E+00
KSH 38.37 ±3.52E-02 29.71 ±1.29E-01 17.63 ±4.34E-02 12.93 ±2.68E-01 2419.02 ±1.52E+01 1637.47 ±5.03E+01 533.15 ±1.46E+00 276.13 ±1.95E+00
NonMeaningful 53.19 ±6.56E-10 39.28 ±1.18E-04 18.86 ±8.02E-02 13.82 ±3.73E-01 4421.49 ±1.13E+00 3020.82 ±1.69E+00 678.89 ±6.81E-01 342.10 ±1.47E+00
Meaningful 13.45 ±5.79E-01 13.04 ±1.51E+00 10.23 ±5.13E-01 7.12 ±4.13E-01 1234.20 ±9.14E+01 706.19 ±9.04E+01 197.50 ±1.50E+01 100.29 ±7.55E+00
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Figure 5.4: Visualisation of co-occurrence matrix, the colourbar represents the value of joint proba-
bility. The range between two ticks represents the attributes from each method. The first row shows
the result for each dataset when each method is configured to discover 16 attributes. The second row
shows the result for each dataset when each method is configured to discover 32 attributes.
5.4.3 Attribute Co-occurrence Matrix Analysis
For further inspection, we also perform the co-occurrence matrix analysis on the attributes discovered
by each method and the AMT attributes i.e., S1 and S2. The results are shown in Figure 5.4.
The co-occurrence matrix figures represent the visualisation of joint probability between the dis-
covered attributes from each method and the AMT attributes, which are considered as meaningful.
As we can see in the figure, in almost every dataset, the highest joint probability is achieved between
S1 and S2. The trend is obvious in ApAy dataset, ASUN dataset and USAA dataset. However, the
trend does not look apparent in AwA dataset. We conjecture this could be that many attributes in S
are independent. The attributes in AwA dataset are class-level i.e., each sample in same class has
the same attribute representation. Therefore, in order to guarantee the discriminative power between
classes, the attributes may be chosen to reflect different aspects of classes, thus they could have lower
joint probability. We note that the supervised attribute learning methods such as PiCoDeS, DBC, and
KSH also have comparable high probability with the AMT attributes. An interesting finding is that the
attribute representations generated by the LSH method tend to have high joint probability with each
other. This may be due to the simple linear projection of the data feature matrix in generating the final
attribute representation. Generally, the trend of the results is consistent with the previous experiments,
which further indicates the capability of our approach to capture the attribute meaningfulness.
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Figure 5.5: Attribute meaningfulness comparisons between different methods on variant number of
discovered attributes. The first row reports the results using δcvx and the second row reports the results
using δjp. The smaller the δ, the more meaningfulness.
5.4.4 Attribute Set Meaningfulness Evaluation Using δcvx and δjp
In this section, the meaningfulness is evaluated by δcvx and δjp for the set of attributes automatically
discovered by various comparative methods. For that purpose, all manually labelled attributes from
AMT in each dataset are used as the representation of the Meaningful Subspace. Then each method
is configured to discover 16, 32, 64, and 128 attributes.
Figure 5.5 reports the evaluation results on all datasets. It is noteworthy to mention that both the
proposed distances δcvx and δjp are not calibrated and scaled, making it difficult to perform in-depth
evaluation. However, we still can evaluate the results in terms of the method rank ordering (i.e., which
method takes first place and which comes second).
PiCoDeS has the smallest distance in various numbers of attributes extracted on most of the
datasets. PiCoDeS applies category labels and max-margin framework to jointly learn the category
classifier, and attribute descriptor in an attempt to maximise the discriminative power of the descrip-
tor. In other words, the goal of PiCoDeS is to discover a set of attributes as sample representations
which can discriminate between categories.
DBC is also developed under the maximum-margin framework to extract meaningful attributes as
PiCoDeS. However, compared with PiCoDeS, DBC discovers less meaningful attributes. We conjec-
ture the reason could be DBC learns the whole attribute descriptor for each category simultaneously,
unlike PiCoDeS that learns the attribute individually. This scheme will inevitably emphasise category
discrimination of attributes rather than preserving the meaningfulness of individual attribute. Note
that here we do not suggest that DBC is not able to discover meaningful attributes, rather, PiCoDeS
may find more meaningful attributes. Therefore, our finding does not contradict the results presented
in the DBC original paper [86].
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Another observation from the results of SPH indicates that it is able to discover meaningful at-
tributes. SPH is aimed to discover binary codes via a graph embedding approach, preserving the
local neighbourhood structure. One possible explanation could be that when two images belong to
the same class, they should share more attributes, indicating a shorter distance between them in the
binary space, and vice-versa.
Although ITQ aims to learn similarity preserving binary descriptor, it has a larger distance than
SPH, DBC, and PiCoDeS. The reason may be the way ITQ learns the binary descriptor, which mainly
relies on the global information of the data distribution. In other words, the algorithm minimises the
quantisation error of the mapping data to the vertices of a zero centred binary hypercube, suggesting
that only global information by itself might not be sufficient to discover meaningful attributes.
As expected, the attribute sets from LSH have the largest distances to the Meaningful Subspace
(i.e., least meaningfulness). LSH uses random hyperplanes to project a data point into the binary
space. Therefore, the consistent identifiable visual concepts are hardly presented in the positive im-
ages.
In summary, two recipes could be derived from the current results that could be significant for
future automatic attribute discovery method design: the method should attempt to preserve local
neighbourhood structure, as well as to consider the discriminative power of attributes.
5.4.5 Attribute Set Meaningfulness Calibration Using the Proposed Meaning-
fulness Metric
As described in Section 5.4.4, the distance between attribute sets and the meaningful subspace has
some limitations preventing us from performing an in-depth analysis. Quantitative comparisons be-
tween different methods are more desirable in the analysis of attribute meaningfulness. Here we show
the meaningfulness metric.
We apply γcvx and γjp on the datasets and for each method through calibrating the proposed
distances δcvx and δjp.
The results are shown in Figure 5.7 when each method is configured to discover 16 and 32 at-
tributes. The rank orders of the results of the methods are almost the same with similar values for
metric γcvx and γjp. There are only two exceptions in ASUN dataset. This can be explained by the fact
that each metric captures a different aspect of attribute meaningfulness. The proposed γcvx captures
a one-to-many relationship while γjp evaluates the one-to-one relationship. Then the equal weighted
metric score γ˜ is applied for further analysis.
A user study is also conducted on the attributes discovered by each method. Since AwA requires
experts in animal studies and USAA is a large video dataset whose complex social group activities
are likely to cause subjective bias, we only use ApAy and ASUN datasets for the user study.
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Figure 5.6: Demonstration of correlation analysis between user study and the proposed method γ˜ as
well as MPPCA on both ApAy and ASUN datasets.
The study collected over 100 responses for each number of discovered attributes. In each response,
there are positive and negative images presented from 8 randomly chosen discovered attributes. The
user was asked whether these two set of images represent a consistent visual concept (hence meaning-
ful). The users are university staff and students with different knowledge background from various
major fields including IT, Electronic Engineering, History, Philosophy, Religion and Classics, and
Chemical Engineering. The responses were averaged by considering 1 as meaningful and 0 as non-
meaningful.
Table 5.3 illustrates the result of γ˜ compared with the human study. Again, the attribute set
discovered by LSH has the lowest meaningful content at close to 0%. Thus, LSH generates the
least meaningful attribute sets. PiCoDeS and SPH generally discover more meaningful attribute sets.
The methods using a randomisation scheme such as LSH and ITQ tend to generate less meaningful
attribute sets with attribute meaningfulness around 1%-20%. The results indicate that the attribute
meaningfulness could be significantly increased (i.e., on average by 10-20 percentage points) by
applying learning techniques such as PiCoDeS, DBC, and SPH.
Compared with the results of the proposed metric γ˜, similar trends have been observed in the user
study. Moreover, the user study results compared with γcvx and γjp are also shown in Figure 5.7.
Consistent similar trend as shown in previous experiments is visible.
As for MPPCA metric, similar results can be found, such as LSH discovers the least meaningful
attribute sets, and PiCoDeS generally discovers more meaningful attribute sets. However, the result of
our proposed method is closer to the human study in terms of the ranking order of attribute discovery
methods. This could indicate that the amount of AMT attributes used to train the MPPCA may not
be sufficient. We note that, the MPPCA was originally designed to have human feedback in multiple
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iterative processes to discover attributes [77]. Since in our experiment we only fed the MPPCA once
with the AMT attributes, it may lack human feedback.
We also perform two statistical analyses to compare which metric is closer to the human study.
Both of the analyses are shown in Figure 5.6 by applying a simple logarithmic fitting using the data
from Table 5.3. Figure 5.6(a) shows that regression line fits these data very well. The coefficients
of determination R2 [25], which indicates how well data fit a statistical model, for ApAy dataset and
ASUN dataset fitting are respectively 0.99 and 0.98 between the proposed metric and the human study
results. The results suggest the regression line of our proposed method nearly perfectly fits the data.
Figure 5.6(b) shows the fitting result for MPPCA is not as good as the proposed method. The R2
values of MPPCA metric are respectively 0.64 and 0.89 on ApAy dataset and ASUN dataset.
This demonstration further indicates to some extent, our proposed metric is able to evaluate the
meaningfulness of a set of discovered attributes from comparative methods, similar to how a human
does, via a simple non-linear regression.
It is noteworthy to mention that the time cost of the evaluation by our metric is significantly lower
than the manual process using AMT. Recall that, the time required for a human annotator (an AMT
worker) to finish one HIT is 2 minutes, an AMT worker may need 320 minutes to finish evaluating 5
methods wherein each is configured to discover 32 attributes. Our approach only needs 105 seconds
in total to evaluate all four datasets (i.e., average 35 seconds each complete dataset); thus, leading to
several orders of magnitude speedup!
Table 5.3: The results (in percentage) of meaningfulness metric γ˜ on each dataset compared with user
study and MPPCA metric on ApAy & ASUN datasets. Each method is configured to discover 32
attributes. In addition, for convenience we also report the proposed metric results on AwA & USAA
datasets. The bold text indicates the top performing method in the proposed metric. The higher, the
more meaningful.
Methods
\Datasets
ApAy ASUN AwA USAA
γ˜ MPPCA Human γ˜ MPPCA Human γ˜ Human γ˜ Human
LSH 1.7 0 0 3.4 0 0 5.6
N/A
4.7
N/A
ITQ 4.5 34.4 20 16.4 31.3 22 41.6 13.1
SPH 11.7 21.9 34 23.8 21.9 25 80.7 48.3
DBC 8.4 15.6 32 24.6 21.9 30 57.1 22.3
KSH 38.9 37.5 60 23.0 12.5 25 47.6 18.3
PiCoDeS 63.3 56.3 71.0 71.5 78.1 43 70.5 36.8
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5.5 Summary
In this chapter, we studied a novel problem of measuring the meaningfulness of automatically discov-
ered attribute sets. To that end, we proposed a novel metric, here called the attribute meaningfulness
metric. We developed two distance functions for measuring the meaningfulness of a set of attributes.
The distances were then calibrated by using subspace interpolation between Meaningful Subspace
and Non-meaningful/Noise Subspace. We proposed the meaningful attribute set selection technique
that led to a better meaningful subspace approximation. The final metric score indicated how much
meaningful content was contained within the set of discovered attributes. In the extensive experiment,
the proposed metrics were used to evaluate the meaningfulness of attributes discovered by two recent
automatic attribute discovery methods and four hashing methods on four datasets. A user study on
two datasets showed that the proposed metric has strong correlation to human responses. Our metric
was also shown to be more correlated with the user study compared with a metric adapted from a
recent semi-supervised attribute discovery method. All results suggested that there is a strong indica-
tion that the shared structure may exist among the meaningful attributes. The results also suggest that
discovering attributes by optimising the attribute descriptor discrimination and/or preserving the local
similarity structure could yield more meaningful attributes. In future work, we plan to explore other
constraints or optimisation models to capture the hierarchical structure of semantic concepts. We also
plan to perform more large-scale user studies using AMT on other datasets.
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Figure 5.7: Comparisons of various methods using the proposed meaningfulness metric as well as
human study results. Each method is set to discover 16 and 32 attributes. The higher, the more mean-
ingful. Human study is not conducted for AWA dataset, as special zoology knowledge is required,
nor for USAA dataset due to inconvenience to display and subjectiveness bias problem. The human
results for LSH method are 0 for ApAy and ASUN datasets.
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Chapter 6
Determining the Best Attributes for
Surveillance Video keyword generation
There is no doubt that our nation’s security and
defeating terrorism trump all other priorities.
Arlen Specter
Chapter Summary: In this chapter, we introduce an application study of attribute mean-
ingfulness evaluation method for surveillance video keyword generation. We propose a
novel approach, based on the shared structure exhibited amongst meaningful attributes,
that enables us to compare between different automatic attribute discovery approaches.
We then validate our approach by comparing various attribute discovery methods on two
attribute datasets.
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we introduce the application study of the automatic evaluation method of visual at-
tribute proposed in Chapter 5. We show that the evaluation method is quite useful for determining that
the automatic attribute discovery method can extract the most meaningful keywords for surveillance
videos. Thus, this application study demonstrates that visual attribute is quite a useful tool which
especially helps the automatic video analysis. This answers the research question 1 in Section 1.1
furthermore, from the application study point of view.
Automatic video analytics is one of the key components in smart surveillance systems to combat
crime and terrorism. For example, they can be used to detect anomalous events to alert security
officers [44]. In general, surveillance systems generate a large amount of video data. This makes
finding critical information in the surveillance video as challenging as finding the proverbial needle
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in a haystack [83]. Thus automation is highly desirable so one can reduce the amount of time to find
this critical information.
Automatic video analytics have been gaining significant interest in the research community. Some
examples of the current works are: action recognition [93], face hallucination [59], anomaly detec-
tion [70], and video description [72].
In this chapter, we tackle the problem of automatic generation of keywords for video description.
Keywords are important ingredients in generating textual descriptions [90]. More specifically, once
the keywords of a video are generated, the video can be searched using natural language to find events
of interest.
Unfortunately, existing approaches still require a great deal of manual labelling before the systems
can be used to generate the keywords/description [37]. For example, the work proposed by Izadinia
and Shah in [42] uses extensive spatio-temporal annotations to train action and role models for action
recognition. The approach produces better descriptions than many other approaches. However, the
significant manual labelling severely restricts its scalability. In addition, when relevant manual labels
are not available, then it is not possible for the system to describe unusual events which would be
extremely useful in anomaly event analysis.
One feasible way to circumvent this is to employ latent hierarchical probabilistic models such
as probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA) [104] or Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [111].
These methods can automatically mine the latent topics which could represent keywords. Thus, when
a topic is inferred in a video, then the associated text of the topic becomes the keyword. Unfortunately,
despite their potential, these methods are based on the bag-of-words model requiring explicit mod-
elling of visual words. Here, each video is assumed to have a collection of visual words. This explicit
assumption may not be feasible for other recent video features not derived from the bag-of-words
features.
Inspired by the probabilistic latent topic discovery methods, in this chapter, we propose a method
that can automatically discover video keywords with significantly less manual processing. More
specifically, several attribute discovery methods such as PiCoDeS [4] and Spectral Hashing [113] can
be employed.
Visual attribute features are binary features indicating the presence/absence of visual concepts.
For instance, a car can be described as [’has wheels’, ’is metallic’, ’does not have legs’]. In practice,
we can represent the binary features as [1 1 0]. The attribute features trained in one domain can be
reused for another domain with minimum manual work [28]. As such, a system can be potentially
trained to recognise unseen events [51].
Visual attributes have shown promising results in many works which deal with video related
tasks [90, 85] as well as in some novel problems such as the zero-shot learning problem [51].
Once the attribute features are trained, they can be used to extract keywords. Unfortunately,
training attribute feature also requires extensive manual labelling work. This is because, as each
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Figure 6.1: The comparisons and properties between our approach and other existing methods on
video keyword generation.
individual visual attribute is a binary classifier, then one needs to create the labelled training set for
each attribute.
To that end, some researchers have turned their attention to automatic attribute discovery meth-
ods [4, 86, 115]. These methods primarily focus on learning an embedding function that maps the
original descriptors into binary code space wherein each individual bit is expected to represent a visual
attribute. We note that these approaches are also closely related to hashing approaches [34, 54, 113].
The difference is that, unlike automatic attribute discovery approaches, hashing methods are primar-
ily aimed at significantly reducing computational complexity and storage whilst maintaining system
accuracy. Despite many works that have been proposed, it is not clear which methods produce the
most meaningful attributes.
Here, we present an approach that allows us to select the attribute discovering method that dis-
covers the most meaningful attributes. We then find the keywords extracted from the best method to
describe videos recorded from a surveillance system.
The intuition of our approach comes from a speculation proposed in [76, 77]. More specifically,
Parikh and Grauman suggest that meaningful attributes tend to occupy a subspace, here called the
Meaningful Subspace, on a manifold. Thus, we can utilise any given set of meaningful attributes to
be our ‘yardstick’ for comparing various attribute discovery methods.
Figure 6.1 illustrates the differences between our attribute-based keyword generation approach
and the existing approaches. We can see our approach has two main advantages. First, is it does not
require significant manual processing. Second, it is not constrained to one particular video feature.
Contributions: We list our contributions as follows: (1) We propose an attribute-based video key-
word generation approach by utilising the attribute discovery method that discovers the most meaning-
ful set of attributes; (2) To determine the attribute discovery method, we propose a selection approach
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enabling us to select which attribute discovery methods provide meaningful attributes; (3) We use and
validate our selection method in two known attribute datasets; (4) Finally, we validate the keywords
extracted from the best attribute discovery method. These keywords can be used to describe videos
recorded from a surveillance system.
We continue this chapter as follows. Section 6.2 presents our proposed approach to compare vari-
ous attribute discovery methods. Section 6.3 describes the approach to generate video keywords using
discovered attributes. Section 6.4 presents experiments, and Section 6.5 concludes the discussion.
6.2 Selecting the Attribute Discovery Method
As we have introduced in Section 5.2.1, the manifold of decision boundaries of visual attribute w.r.t
X is defined asM[X ] ∈ {−1,+1}N which is embedded in an N -dimensional binary space.
As discussed in Section 5.2.2, the previously human labelled attributes from AMT can be consid-
ered as a meaningful attribute subset. We define this set of meaningful attributes as S = {hj}Jj=1,hj ∈
{−1,+1}N . The distance between the discovered attribute set and meaningful attribute subset is able
to describe the meaningfulness of the discovered attributes. As shown in (5.3), we employ the convex
hull regularisation which has been shown in [10] to induce sparsity, avoiding the dense reconstruction
coefficients that emerged in (5.1) and (5.2).
The optimisation problem in (5.3) could be solved using the method proposed in [10]. In our
approach, we assume that the lower the distance of a set of discovered attributes to a meaningful
subspace, the more meaningful the attributes will be.
6.3 Generating Keywords using Discovered Attributes
Once meaningful attributes are discovered, one can extract the attribute features from the given data.
However, one still needs to name the attributes. Despite this manual process, we argue that the manual
process for naming meaningful attributes is significantly easier and quicker than the manual process
of labelling images/videos to train attribute features.
One can name an attribute by first extracting the attribute features from a given set of images. As
previously mentioned, each attribute divides any set of images/videos into two groups: the group of
images in which the visual attribute is present (the positive class) and the group of images/videos in
which the visual attribute is absent (the negative class).
Some attributes may have similar names. In this case, these attributes are considered as duplicate
and therefore they are merged.
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6.4 Experiment
In this section, we validate our proposed approach and evaluate the accuracy of the keywords extracted
from the best discovered method to describe videos.
In the first part, we evaluate the ability of our approach to measure the meaningfulness of a set
of attributes. Then, we use our proposed approach to evaluate attribute meaningfulness on the at-
tribute sets generated from various automatic attribute discovery methods such as PiCoDeS [4], as
well as the hashing methods such as Spectral Hashing (SPH) [113] and Locality Sensitivity Hashing
(LSH) [54]. For this case, two datasets will be utilised: (1) a-Pascal a-Yahoo dataset (ApAy) [28]; (2)
SUN Attribute dataset (ASUN) [80].
In the second part of our experiment, we apply the best attribute discovery method to discover
keywords from a surveillance dataset. In this setting, we utilise the UT Tower aerial view dataset
(UTTower) [16]. The efficacy of the keywords is then evaluated.
6.4.1 Datasets and Experiment Setup
The following is the detailed description of each image dataset for validating our approach and eval-
uating the attribute discovery methods.
a-Pascal a-Yahoo dataset (ApAy) [28] — comprises two sources: a-Pascal and a-Yahoo. There are
12,695 cropped images in a-Pascal that are divided into 6,340 for training and 6,355 for testing with
20 categories. The a-Yahoo set has 12 categories disjoint from the a-Pascal categories. Moreover, it
only has 2,644 test exemplars. There are 64 attributes provided for each cropped image. In total the
dataset has 15,339 exemplars, 64 attributes and 32 categories. The dataset provides four features for
each exemplar: local texture; HOG; edge and colour descriptor. These are then concatenated into a
9,751 dimensional feature vector. We use the training set for discovering attributes and we perform
our study in the test set. More precisely, we consider the test set as the set of images X .
SUN Attribute dataset (ASUN) [80] — ASUN is a fine-grained scene classification dataset consist-
ing of 717 categories (20 images per category) and 14,340 images in total with 102 attributes. There
are four types of features provided in this dataset: (1) GIST; (2) HOG; (3) self-similarity; and (4)
geometric context colour histograms (See [119] for feature and kernel details). From 717 categories,
we randomly select 144 categories for discovering attributes. As for our evaluation, we randomly
select 1,434 images (i.e., 10% of 14,340 images) from the dataset. It means, in our evaluation, some
images may or may not come from the 144 categories used for discovering attributes.
For the first experiment, we apply the following pre-processing described in [4]. We first lift each
feature into a higher-dimensional space approximating the histogram intersection kernel by using
the explicit feature maps proposed by Vedaldi and Zisserman [105]. More precisely, each feature is
mapped into the space three times larger than the original space. This effectively allows us to apply
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linear classifiers in the explicit kernel space [4]. After the features are lifted, we then apply PCA
to reduce the dimensionality of the feature space by 40 percent. This pre-processing step is crucial
for PiCoDeS as it uses lifted feature space to simplify their training scheme while maintaining the
information preserved in the Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS). Therefore, the method per-
formance will be severely affected when lifting features are not used. In our empirical observations,
we also found that lifted feature space gives positive contributions to the other methods.
Each method is trained using the training images to discover the attributes. Then we use the
manifold M w.r.t. the test images for the evaluation. More precisely, each attribute descriptor is
extracted from test images (i.e., zk, zk ∈ {−1, 1}N , where N is the number of test images). For each
dataset, we use the attribute labels from Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) to represent the Meaningful
Subspace, S.
UT Tower aerial view activity classification dataset (UTTower) [16] — consists of 108 low-
resolution video sequences from 9 types of actions. Each action is performed 12 times by 6 individu-
als. The dataset is composed of two types of scenes: concrete square and lawn. There are 4 actions in
the concrete square scene, they are “pointing”, “standing”, “digging”, “walking”, and 5 actions in the
lawn scene: “carrying”, “running”, “wave1”, “wave2”, “jumping”. Ground truth labels for all actions
videos are provided for the training and the testing.
For the second experiment, we use the manifold feature proposed in [126] to extract visual infor-
mation from the surveillance videos in the dataset. The video frames were first downsized into 16
× 16 pixels and then Grassmann points on G128,8 were generated by performing the Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) on the normalised pixel intensities of 8 successive frames. In total, there are
216 manifold points. Note that, the features are not derived from the bag-of-words framework. It is
also noteworthy to mention that our work is not primarily aimed to study feature discriminative power
and robustness. Although, it is generally assumed that better features may provide more meaningful
attributes, further studies are required in the future.
6.4.2 Attribute Meaningfulness Evaluation
In this experiment, our aim is to verify whether the proposed approach does measure meaningfulness
on the set of discovered attributes. One of the key assumptions in our proposal is that the meaningful-
ness is reflected in the distance between the meaningful subspace and the given attribute set, D. That
is, if the distance is far, then it is assumed that the attribute set is less meaningful, and vice-versa.
In order to evaluate this assumption we create two sets of attributes, meaningful and non-meaningful
attributes, and observe their distances to the meaningful subspace.
For the meaningful attribute set, we use the attributes from AMT provided in each dataset. More
precisely, given manually labelled attribute set S, we divide the set into two subsets S1 ∪ S2 = S.
Following the method used in Section 6.2, we use S1 to represent the Meaningful Subspace and
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consider S2 as a set of discovered attributes (i.e., D = S2). As human annotators are used to discover
S2, these attributes are considered to be meaningful. We name this as the MeaningfulAttributeSet.
For the latter, we create attributes that are not meaningful by random generation. Note that ran-
dom generation is important to ensure the division is not subjective. More precisely, we generate a
finite set of random attributes N˜ . As the set N˜ is non-meaningful, it should have a significantly large
distance to the Meaningful Subspace. We name this set as NonMeaningfulAttributeSet. Furthermore,
we progressively add random attributes to the set of attributes discovered from each method, to eval-
uate whether the distance to Meaningful Subspace is enlarged when the number of non-meaningful
attributes increases.
Figure 6.2 presents the evaluation results where the methods are configured to discover 32 at-
tributes. From the results, it is clear that MeaningfulAttributeSet has the closest distance to the Mean-
ingful Subspace in all datasets. As expected the NonMeaningfulAttributeSet has the largest distance
compared with the others. In addition, as more random attributes are added, the distance between the
sets of attributes discovered for every approach and the Meaningful Subspace increases. These results
indicate that the proposed approach could measure the set of attribute meaningfulness. In addition,
these also give a strong indication that meaningful attributes have the shared structure.
The results presented in Figure 6.2 suggest that PiCoDeS consistently discovers the most mean-
ingful attributes on both datasets. SPH is the second best method to discover meaningful attributes.
PiCoDeS utilises max-margin framework to discover the attributes whereas SPH uses spectral relax-
ation to preserve the similarity between data points in the binary space. In addition, as expected LSH,
employing random projection approach, is one of the worst performing methods.
6.4.3 Generating Video Keywords using Discovered Attributes
In this experiment, we will follow the strategy proposed in Section 6.3. Here we ask experts to
perform the attribute naming task for the three attribute discovery methods such as PiCoDeS, SPH
and LSH configured to discover 16 attributes on the UTTower surveillance video dataset. In this task,
we ask 3 experts in surveillance system. The voting mechanism in this task is that when 2 of the 3
experts can name the attribute and the results are similar in semantics, we consider it as the nameable
attribute. Then we will use the named attributes as the keywords. To make our work reproducible,
our experiment results will be available online1.
Note that we only take into account the attributes that can be named by experts. This means, any
attribute that cannot be named will not be considered as a valid keyword. After performing this task,
we found that there are 9 attributes for PiCoDeS, 8 attributes for SPH, and 3 attributes for LSH that
can be named. These results suggest that our proposed approach is capable of guiding us in selecting
1http://www.itee.uq.edu.au/sas/datasets
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Figure 6.2: Validation of attribute meaningfulness measurement by reconstruction error δcvx. As
we can see, the distances become larger when more random/non-meaningful attributes are added.
MeaningfulAttributeSet has the closest distance to the Meaningful Subspace and NonMeaningfulAt-
tributeSet always has the largest distance. Here, each method is configured to discover 32 attributes.
The smaller the δ, the more meaningfulness.
the best attribute discovery methods as the experts are able to name most of the discovered attributes
by PiCoDeS and SPH.
Once attributes are named, the next step is to generate keywords of each video. Technically, the
attributes are extracted from each video. Then, the keywords are generated using the terms of the
associated positive attributes.
We evaluate the quality of the generated keywords to describe each video. We then ask human
experts to determine whether a keyword is suitable to describe a video.
Figure 6.3 presents two examples where videos are described with suitable keywords, and two
examples where videos are described with unsuitable keywords. The examples depicted in Figure 6.3,
(a), (b), (c), and (d) are videos of digging, standing, carrying, and waving, respectively.
We count the number of keywords correctly used in each video description and compute the
correct hit rates for the whole testing set. The correct hit rate for PiCoDeS, SPH, and LSH are 77.7%,
55.9%, and 48.3%, respectively. This further validates our proposed approach to measure attribute
meaningfulness. In addition, it also shows that using the best attribute discovery method, we can
automatically generate keywords for videos in a more economical way. Figure 6.4 presents further
results in this evaluation. In particular, (a) and (b) report the hit rate for PiCoDeS of each attribute
and action, respectively. The plots in (c) and (d) are the hit rate for SPH of each attribute and action,
respectively. Most attributes discovered by PiCoDeS have more than 70% hit rate with two attributes
having 100% hit rate (all correct). The hit rate for each action also demonstrates an overall good hit
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person not walking or running
person not jumping
person not waving both arms
concrete square
(a)
person not walking or running
person not jumping
person not waving both arms
concrete square
(b)
person not walking or running
person not jumping
person's both arms moving
person not waving both arms
concrete square
(c)
person not walking or running
person not jumping
person's both arms moving
person not waving both arms
concrete square
(d)
Figure 6.3: The demonstrations of video description based on attributes from PiCoDeS. (a) and (b)
are two samples of videos in which most keywords are suitable; (c) and (d) are two of the worst ones.
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Figure 6.4: The detailed results of precision of each attribute and precision of each action for PiCoDeS
in (a), (b) and SPH in (c), (d). The horizontal axis in (a), (c) indicates the index of discovered attributes
and the axes in (b), (d) indicate the names of actions. The vertical axes represent hit rate (precision);
a1 is ’person not walking or running’, a2 is ’person not jumping’, a3 is ’person lower part stationary’,
a4 is ’person’s four limbs not moving’, a5 is ’person’s both arms moving’, a6 is ’person pointing’, a7
is ’person not waving both arms’, a8 is ’concrete square’, a9 is ’lawn scenes’, c1 is ’person standing’,
c2 is ’person not walking or running’, c3 is ’person not moving both arms’, c4 is ’person not carrying’,
c5 is ’person arms not moving separately’, c6 is ’person not moving arms’, c7 is ’person holds arm in
air’, c8 is ’person carrying’.
rate with most videos being described with hit rate more than 60%. The results for SPH are worse
than PiCoDeS.
6.4.4 Analysis on Cost and Time Saving in the Manual Process
Here we compare the time and cost required to perform manual work between our method and the
traditional approaches requiring extensive manual processing. The time and cost analysis is based on
the AMT Human Intelligent Task (HIT). One HIT normally comprises a set of tasks that a human
could do to label one image/video data. Let J be the number of keywords, and N be the number of
training samples which is usually a very large number. In our method, we are only required to name
the discovered attributes. Hence, our method requires just J HITs. On the other hand, traditional
approaches require at least N HITs as these require all training samples to have the keywords. Indeed
as J << N , then our method massively reduces the time and cost required as it has much less number
of HITs.
6.5 Summary
In this chapter, we described an attribute-based video keyword generation approach. Our approach
utilised an existing automatic attribute discovery approach to discover the keywords. Since there
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have been numerous attribute discovery approaches in the literature, we devise a selection method,
based on the shared structure exhibited amongst meaningful attributes, that enables us to compare
the efficacy between different automatic attribute discovery approaches. In particular, we devised a
distance function that measures the meaningfulness of a set of discovered attributes. We used our
approach to select the methods that are most likely to discover meaningful attributes. Then, we
validated our approach on two attribute datasets. The results showed that our approach is able to
determine which automatic attribute discovery method can generate the most meaningful keywords
or attributes. Finally, we showed how the discovered attributes were used to generate keywords for
videos recorded from a surveillance system.
The proposed approach indicates that it is possible to dramatically reduce the amount of manual
work in generating video keywords without limiting ourselves to arbitrarily preselected video feature
descriptors.
We note that our proposed selection method only indicates the best attribute discovery method.
Thus, a more quantitative approach may be required for the future study. In addition, various regulari-
sations such as the `1 regularisation for (5.1) and (5.2) will be explored in the future. The `1 constraint
is an explicit regularisation to induce sparsity. As to the robustness aspect, our proposed system de-
pends on the robustness of the selected attribute discovery methods. However, further studies on
various surveillance datasets are required to fully understand the proposed system robustness.
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Chapter 7
Unsupervised Automatic Attribute Discovery
Method via Multi-graph Clustering
In a dark time, the eye begins to see.
Cavett Robert
Chapter Summary: Inspired by the insights from previous work, it is possible to dis-
cover attributes from a set of unlabelled data. More importantly, it is also reported in
some works that preserving local neighbourhood in the attribute binary space, as well
as increasing attribute binary feature discrimination, will improve the meaningfulness.
We propose a novel unsupervised attribute discovery method utilising a multi-graph ap-
proach that preserves both local neighbourhood structure as well as class separability.
Whilst the local neighbourhood structure is preserved by considering multiple similar-
ity graphs, the class separability is achieved by incorporating the traditional clustering
objective.
7.1 Introduction
Inspired by the insights from the design of the meaningfulness metric of the visual attribute, in this
chapter, we propose a novel category level unsupervised attribute discovery method utilising multi-
graph approach that preserves both local neighbourhood structure as well as cluster separability. The
work in this chapter and its related literature reviewed here greatly answer the research question 3 in
Section 1.1.
Recently, automatic image and video analytics and description have drawn much attention from
the computer vision community [28, 49, 29, 13]. In these research fields, the visual attribute features
(high-level human understandable features) have been shown to be powerful tools [28, 49, 51]. For
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Figure 7.1: Illustration of the concept of automatic attribute discovery. The automatic attribute discov-
ery methods can divide a set of samples into partitions of the meaningful attributes that are potentially
human understandable
example, they can be used to perform zero-shot learning where no visual samples of the test categories
are given [51].
However, one of the biggest challenges in using attribute descriptors is that a set of labelled images
is required to train the attribute classifiers. It is a tedious, time-consuming, and expensive task to label
each individual image for every single attribute, especially when there are a large number of images
and attributes. Furthermore, the labelling task could be extremely expensive or even impossible in
some specialised domains such as Ornithology [114], Entomology [109], and cell pathology [115] as
only highly trained experts are able to complete the work.
To that end, several automatic attribute discovery methods have been developed. These works
primarily focus on learning an embedding function that maps the original descriptors into a binary
code space wherein each individual bit is expected to represent a visual attribute. These methods
are closely related to hashing methods [34, 54, 113]. Nevertheless, unlike hashing methods, which
only consider reducing the storage demand and computational complexity whilst maintaining system
accuracy, the automatic attribute discovery methods focus on finding meaningful visual concepts in
the given set of images. Figure 7.1 illustrates how these methods discover visual attributes.
Since they are supposed to discover meaningful visual attributes, finding the most suitable method
that can discover more meaningful attributes is an important research problem. In Chapter 5, we
proposed a novel metric to measure attribute meaningfulness. Then we used the proposed metrics
to study the efficacy of the attribute discovery methods in finding meaningful attributes. The works
provide some insights on how to design automatic attribute discovery methods. For instance, some
insights found from these works include: (1) preserving local neighbourhood in the attribute binary
space will increase the meaningfulness, and (2) increasing attribute binary feature discrimination will
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improve the meaningfulness. In addition, it was also shown that Spectral Hashing (SPH) [113] was
able to discover meaningful attributes. This is could be due to the fact the SPH preserves the local
neighbourhood in the attribute binary space.
Encouraged by these results, in this chapter, we propose a novel unsupervised automatic attribute
discovery method. Our method combines the idea of spectral clustering and spectral hashing methods
described in [107, 73]. In particular, the attributes are found through preserving the local neigh-
bourhood by employing multiple similarity graphs and maximising data separability structure by
considering a clustering objective function. We use data separability measure instead of feature dis-
crimination, as the feature discrimination measure is only useful for supervised learning scenarios.
Furthermore, we consider multiple neighbourhood graphs to capture various local neighbourhood
structures. By doing this, our method discovers the attributes by solely studying the underlying geo-
metric structure of the given data. We call our proposed Multi-Graph Clustering Attribute Discovery
method, MGCAD. The proposed method can be extremely useful in many real scenarios such as
video surveillance data analysis in Chapter 6 and cell pathology [115], where expert knowledge is
needed. This means, finding meaningful attributes can be as simple as collecting the data; hence,
side-stepping the enormously expensive manual hand labelling process. We evaluate the proposed
attribute discovery method using the attribute meaningfulness metric proposed in Chapter 5. The
results show the proposed attribute discovery method outperforms recent methods in attribute mean-
ingfulness. Moreover, results from the clustering task evaluation suggest the efficacy of the proposed
method compared to Spectral Clustering [113] and the traditional k-means. We list our contribution
as follows:
Contributions:
• We propose a novel unsupervised automatic attribute discovery method by considering multiple
neighbourhood graphs and clustering objective function.
• Multiple graphs are integrated into this framework to capture different characteristics of the
given image exemplars.
• We show that the proposed method outperforms other comparative methods in the clustering
task. In addition, when evaluated using the proposed meaningfulness metric in Chapter 5, our
approach outperforms recent automatic unsupervised attribute discovery methods.
We continue the chapter as follows. We introduce our proposed attribute discovery method in
Section 7.2. Next, we discuss the experiments and results in Section 7.3. Finally, the main findings
and future directions are concluded in Section 7.4.
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7.2 Approach
In this section, we introduce the details of our proposed MGCAD.
7.2.1 Attribute Representation
Supposed we have a set of samples X = {xi}ni=1, a visual attribute can be considered as a decision
boundary dividing the set into two subsets X+ ∪ X− = X . Here, X+ represents the set where the
attribute is present and X− represents the set where the attribute is absent. Thus, all the attributes are
lying on a manifold formed by decision boundaries [77].
As such, an attribute can be represented by anN -dimensional binary vector whose each element is
the classification output of sample xi tested by the corresponding attribute binary classifier φ(·) ∈ R.
The sign of the classifier output on xi shows whether the sample belongs to the positive or negative set
(i.e.,X+ orX−). In this case, an attribute can be represented as z[X ] ∈ {−1,+1}N whose i-th element
is z[X ](i) = sign(φ(xi)) ∈ {−1,+1}. For simplicity, we drop the symbol [X ] from z[X ] whenever the
context is clear.
7.2.2 The Framework of Single-graph Clustering Attribute Discovery
As suggested in Chapter 5, to increase the attribute meaningfulness, one needs to preserve the local
neighbourhood structure and increase the separability of the descriptor. The latter property can be un-
derstood as improving the clustering results. One possible way is to rely on graph-based approaches.
Spectral hashing [113] provides a practical way of generating good binary code representation of data
since it considers using graph a embedding method to preserve the local neighbourhood structure and
encode that into the binary code space. However, it has not considered the separability of the data.
To overcome this drawback, we propose to optimally jointly learn the objective to preserve the local
neighbourhood structure and maximise the separability of the descriptors.
In general, the spectral clustering algorithm can be divided in two main stages: First, one needs
to establish a similarity graph, represented in a similarity matrix. Each element in the similarity ma-
trix indicates the connectivity between samples. A new representation that preserves the similarity
information encoded in this graph is obtained. This can be done by solving the optimisation prob-
lem. Second, the method will perform the clustering task on the new representation space. More
specifically, the traditional k-means objective is solved using the k-means algorithm.
Thus, the first stage can be defined via:
max
FTF=I
Tr(F TD−
1
2AD−
1
2F ) (7.1)
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where A ∈ Rn×n is the initial similarity matrix whose elements represent the connections between
samples. For example, the element Aij indicates the similarity between sample xi and xj . Tr repre-
sents the operator of calculating trace of an matrix. D ∈ Rn×n represents the degree matrix which is
a diagonal matrix with i-th diagonal element as
∑
j aij . F ∈ Rn×m represents the projected matrix
constructed by the new m-dimensioned vector representation of each sample.
The second stage can be defined as follows:
min
Y ∈Ind,C
∥∥F − Y CT∥∥2
F
(7.2)
where Y ∈ Ind is the indicator matrix that indicates which sample is belonging to which cluster.
Here, Ind is a set where its element satisfies constraints as G ∈ {0, 1}n×c, where each row in G has
||gi·||0 = 1; C ∈ Rm×c represents the matrix constituted by the vector representation of the centre of
each cluster. The number of clusters is c. As a convention in spectral clustering [107], m is usually
set as c.
Here, we propose to jointly learn the two stages as (7.3) to get the optimal new representation
which preserves the local structure and separability of the data:
max
FTF=I,Y ∈Ind,C
Tr(F TD−
1
2AD−
1
2F )− η ∥∥F − Y CT∥∥2
F
(7.3)
where η is a parameter.
We use an iterative optimisation method to solve the objective function. First, we apply the first
step of spectral clustering method to initialise the objective function, obtaining the projected matrix
F ∈ Rn×m. More specifically, we construct the similarity matrix A and normalise it via D− 12AD− 12 .
We denote this as S. Next, we compute the first m largest eigenvalues of the normalised similar-
ity matrix S. Then corresponding eigenvectors constitute matrix F ∈ Rn×m. After initialisation,
each variable can be computed by an iterative optimisation approach. To that end, if we first fix F ,
then (7.3) becomes a normal k-means problem as: min
Y ∈Ind,C
∥∥F − Y CT∥∥2
F
. Variables Y and C can be
obtained by applying the k-means algorithm.
Then, with the computed Y and C, the optimisation problem of (7.3) can be derived as:
max
FTF=I
Tr(F TD−
1
2AD−
1
2F )− ηTr(F TY CT ) (7.4)
(7.4) can be solved by Generalised Power Iteration [74]. The whole iteration algorithm can be
listed in Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 3: The proposed iteration algorithm for solving (7.3).
Input: graph: A ∈ Rn×n, number of clusters: c, parameters: η, projected dimension: m
1: Initialise F ∈ Rn×m, which is formed by the m eigenvectors of D− 12AD− 12 corresponding to the
m largest eigenvalues.
2: repeat
3: Update Y , C using k-means algorithm.
4: Update F by solving (7.4) via Generalised Power Iteration [74];
5: until converges
7.2.3 The Framework of Multi-Graph Clustering Attribute Discovery
Furthermore, a single graph may not be sufficient to capture the actual relationship between samples.
We address this by incorporating different graphs. Here we use three widely used graphs: the Gaus-
sian graph, k-nearest neighbour graph (knn), and the -neighbourhood graph. In Gaussian graph, we
simply connect all samples with each other via a similarity function. Thus, we determine each ele-
ment in the similarity matrix by using the Gaussian similarity function Aij = exp
(
−‖xi−xj‖2
2σ2
)
. The
parameter σ controls the width of the neighbourhoods. In k-nearest neighbour graph, the goal is to
connect samples with each other if one sample is among the k nearest neighbours of the other sample.
Here we use normal k-nearest neighbour graph, where the connectivity between two samples is es-
tablished when at least one of the samples is in the k-nearest neighbourhood set of the other sample.
We still use Gaussian similarity function with same parameter σ to denote the weight of the edge.
In the -neighbourhood graph, we connect all samples whose pairwise distances are smaller than .
Since the distances between all the samples are at the same scale, we can basically use the unweighted
graph which has entry 1 indicating connected between two samples, and entry 0 otherwise. We refer
the readers to [107] for full treatment of these graphs.
The final objective function with multi-graphs can be written as (7.5):
max
αTα=1,α>0,FTv Fv=I,Y,C
V∑
v=1
αvTr(F
T
v D
− 1
2
v AvD
− 1
2
v Fv)
−η ∥∥[F1, ..., FV ]− Y CT∥∥2F
(7.5)
where α and v represent the mixing coefficient matrix and index of a specific graph respectively. The
αv is the mixing coefficient of the v-th graph.
We can also use an iterative optimisation method to solve the objective function. As in 7.2.2,
we initialise the objective function obtaining the projected matrix Fv ∈ Rn×m. In other words, we
construct a similarity matrix Av for each graph and normalise it via D
− 1
2
v AvD
− 1
2
v . We denote this as
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Sv. Next, for each graph, we compute the first m largest eigenvalues of the normalised similarity
matrix Sv. The projected matrix Fv ∈ Rn×m can be constructed by the corresponding eigenvectors.
Then we can start the iterative optimisation approach to compute each variable. To that end, we
can compute variables Y and C by solving the k-means problem as: min
Y ∈Ind,C
∥∥[F1, ..., FV ]− Y CT∥∥2F
given Fv and αv fixed.
Then, we can calculate αv by plugging the initialised Fv and computed Y and C into (7.5) and
get:
max
αTα=1,α>0
V∑
v=1
αvTr(F
T
v D
− 1
2
v AvD
− 1
2
v Fv). (7.6)
where the α = [α1, ..., αV ].
The reason why we use the orthodox constraint on is because if we only use the
∑V
v=1 αv =
1, we will encounter a linear programming which can be solved by simplex method. However, in
linear programming problem, the optimal solution only appears on the vertices which means only
one element in α will be non-zero so that only one graph will be chosen for the clustering task. This
apparently contradicts the idea of multi-graph clustering. Therefore the constraint αTα = 1 in (7.6)
makes the optimisation problem a quadratic programming problem which is a better approximation
of the real case.
To solve (7.6) and obtain αv, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 7.2.1. Given any vector β = [β1, ..., βV ], the solution of the following optimisation problem:
max
αTα=1,α>0
∑
v
αvβv is given by αv = βv√∑
v
β2v
Proof. This problem can be proved by the Lagrange method. We can introduce a new variable λ,
the optimisation problem can then be derived as a Lagrange function L(α, λ) = αTβ − λ(αTα− 1).
Taking derivation on both sides, we will have L(α, λ)′ = β − λα. Setting L(α, λ)′ = 0, then we
will have αv = βvλ . Considering the constraint α
Tα = 1, then the solution is λ =
√∑
k
β2k , αv =
βv√∑
k
β2k
According to Lemma 7.2.1, we can obtain the solution as:
αv =
Tr(F Tv D
− 1
2
v AvD
− 1
2
v Fv)√∑
v
Tr(F Tv D
− 1
2
v AvD
− 1
2
v Fv)
2
(7.7)
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Algorithm 4: The proposed iteration algorithm for solving (7.5).
Input: graphs: A = [A1, ...AV ] whose arbitrary component Av ∈ Rn×n, number of clusters: c,
parameters: η, projected dimension m
1: Initialise Fv ∈ Rn×m, which is formed by the m eigenvectors of D−
1
2
v AvD
− 1
2
v corresponding to
the m largest eigenvalues.
2: repeat
3: Update Y , C using k-means algorithm.
4: Update coefficient αv according to (7.7)
5: Update F by solving (7.8) via Generalised Power Iteration [74];
6: until converges
Finally to optimise the Fv with fixed Y,C, and α, the objective function (7.5) can be derived as
follows:
max
FTv Fv=I
V∑
v=1
αvTr(F
T
v D
− 1
2
v AvD
− 1
2
v Fv)− η
∥∥[F1, ..., FV ]− Y CT∥∥2F
⇒ max
FTv Fv=I
V∑
v=1
αvTr(F
T
v D
− 1
2
v AvD
− 1
2
v Fv) + 2ηTr([F1, ..., FV ]
TY CT )
⇒ max
FTv Fv=I
αvTr(F
T
v D
− 1
2
v AvD
− 1
2
v Fv) + 2ηTr(F
T
v Y C
T )
(7.8)
The derived form of the problem in (7.8) can still be solved by Generalised Power Iteration [74].
The specific steps of the algorithm are presented in Algorithm 4.
The computational complexity of the algorithm includes three main parts. The first part lies on
the step 3 in Algorithm 4, which uses the k-means algorithm to compute the current Y and C. The
computational complexity is O(ndk+1) where n is the total number of samples, d is the total number
of dimensions which is the sum of all the dimensions from Fv. The second part lies on the step 4 in
Algorithm 4, two matrix multiplication operations are performed here. The computational complexity
is O(
∑V
v=1
(
d (v)n2 + d(v)2n
)
) where V is the number of graphs d(v) is the number of dimension
of Fv. The third part lies on the Generalized Power Iteration algorithm which solves the problem in
(7.8). The computational complexity is O(
∑V
v=1
(
d(v)2n+ d(v)2qt
)
) where q is the dimension of
new representation of Fv, t is the number of iteration. Therefore, the total computational complexity
is O(τ
(
ndk+1 +
∑V
v=1
(
d (v)n2 + d(v)2n
)
+
∑V
v=1
(
d(v)2n+ d(v)2qt
))
) where τ is the number of
iteration of the whole algorithm. The running time of the proposed algorithm on MSRCV1 for 100
iterations is 13.7 seconds. However, the algorithm converges very fast (within 10 iteration normally).
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7.2.4 Attribute Generation
After we extract the new representation of data, we still need to encode this into a binary form. Since
spectral hashing provides an effective way for doing this, we opt to employ this to perform the task.
Here, the spectral hashing is considered as the post-processing stage to obtain the binary code from
the new representation Fv. More specifically, we concatenate the new data representation Fv from
each graph and perform PCA to obtain the eigenvectors U ∈ Rn×c, then we follow the method of
spectral hashing to obtain the binary code representation as z[X ] ∈ {−1,+1}N .
7.3 Experiment
In this section, we first validate the performance of the proposed algorithm in clustering. Then we
evaluate the efficacy of the proposed method in discovering attributes. In the clustering task, we use
k-means and spectral clustering [107] methods as the baseline comparisons. We then apply these
methods on a recent benchmarking clustering dataset, MSCRV1 [117, 108, 9]. In attribute discovery
evaluation, we contrast our proposed method using a well-known public dataset a-Pascal a-Yahoo
dataset (ApAy) [28] with a recent automatic attribute discovery methods such as PiCoDeS [4] as
well as some recent hashing methods. These methods are Iterative Quantisation (ITQ) [34], Spectral
Hashing (SPH) [113], and Locality Sensitivity Hashing (LSH) [54].
7.3.1 Experiment Setting
MSRC-v1 1 — comprises 8 classes, 240 images in total. Following [53], we select 7 classes com-
posed of tree, building, airplane, cow, face, car, and bicycle with 30 samples in each class. We extract
6 visual features from each image. They are respectively Color moment, LBP, HOG, SIFT, GIST,
Gentrist.
a-Pascal a-Yahoo dataset (ApAy) [28] — comprises two sources: a-Pascal and a-Yahoo. There
are 12,695 cropped images in a-Pascal that are divided into 6,340 for training and 6,355 for testing,
with 20 categories. The a-Yahoo set has 12 categories disjoint from the a-Pascal categories. Moreover,
it only has 2,644 test exemplars. There are 64 attributes provided for each cropped image. The dataset
provides four features for each exemplar: local texture, HOG, edge, and colour descriptor. We use the
training set for discovering attributes and we perform our study on the test set. More precisely, we
consider the test set as the set of images X defined in Section 7.2.
For the attribute discovery experiment, we apply the following pre-processing step described
in [4]. We first lift each feature into a higher-dimensional space which is three times larger than
the original space. After the features are lifted, we then apply PCA to reduce the dimensionality
1http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/objectclassrecognition/
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of the feature space by 40 percent. This pre-processing step is crucial for PiCoDeS as it uses lifted
feature space to simplify their training scheme while maintaining the information preserved in the
Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS). Therefore, the method’s performance will be severely
affected when lifted features are not used.
Each method is trained with the training images to discover the attributes. Then we use the
manifold M w.r.t. the test images for the evaluation. More precisely, each attribute descriptor is
extracted from test images (i.e., zk, zk ∈ {−1, 1}N , where N is the number of test images).
7.3.2 Clustering Evaluation
We first perform the clustering experiment to evaluate the performance of the proposed method in a
clustering task. We randomly choose the parameters σ, , and η in a range of [10−4, 10−3, ..., 104, 104]
and we set the parameter k for the knn graph to 10. The method will perform the optimisation iteration
until it converges. We evaluate all the comparative methods on 7 clusters. The results measured by
clustering accuracy and normalised mutual information [18] are reported in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1: Clustering performance comparison measured by clustering accuracy (ACC) and nor-
malised mutual information (NMI).
k-means Spectral Clustering[113] MGCAD (proposed)
ACC 0.7462 0.7789 0.7952
NMI 0.3561 0.3975 0.4208
From the results, we can see the proposed MGCAD outperforms all of the baselines. This indi-
cates multiple different graphs are able to capture different data local neighbourhood structure and
reflect the complex relation between samples; thus, increasing the clustering performance.
7.3.3 Attribute Meaningfulness Evaluation
We evaluate our proposed MGCAD method for the attribute discovery task. All of the parameters are
set as in Section 7.3.2. Because of the reconstruction framework of the metric, (we need to put aside
a part of groundtruth attribute labels as the meaningful subspace to calibrate the score) the number of
discovered attribute is better to set less than the number of the groundtruth attributes which are used
to construct the meaningful subspace. Empirically, the size of 16, 32 and 64 attribute output are the
typical settings in the experiment. However, there are only 64 groundtruth attributes in test dataset.
We should choose more than 32 groundtruth attributes for the calibration. Thus it is appropriate to
configure each method to discover 16 attributes in the experiments.
For this task we use the attribute meaningfulness metric proposed in Chapter 5. The attribute
meaningfulness metric is an automatic quantitative evaluation method which can be considered as a
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yardstick for evaluating meaningfulness of a set of automatically discovered attributes. The evaluation
method is based on reconstruction error with two different regularisations approximating the geodesic
distance between a given attribute set and the meaningful subspace of human labelled attributes.
The final metric score is based on subspace interpolation on a decision boundary manifold. In our
evaluation, we employ both γcvx and γjp, then we average them to get the final metric score γ˜ as
suggested in Chapter 5.
Here, we first show the computed coefficient α to demonstrate the different graphs will have
different contributions to the final results with respect to the weight coefficient α. Since there are four
graphs in use for the clustering task, the coefficient vector α has 4 components. The coefficient vector
α is shown in Table 7.2.
Table 7.2: The values of coefficient α
Gaussian knn -neighborhood CLR
MSRCV1 0.505 0.469 0.512 0.512
ApAy 0.654 0.092 0.657 0.364
The results demonstrate that the coefficient of each graph has been alternatively optimised to
have different value and shows different contribution to the final result from each individual graph.
Moreover, the differences between different αv are not too large not too small and structure in α is
not sparse. These indicate that each graph can contribute the final results but the contributions are
not equal. These observations all indicates that each graph is important to the final result and the
multi-graph scheme works.
The final attribute meaningfulness scores γ˜ are shown in Table 7.3.
Table 7.3: Attribute meaningfulness comparisons between various attribute discovering methods and
hashing methods.
Scheme used γ˜
LSH [54] Unsupervised 4.5
ITQ [34] Unsupervised 10.4
SPH [113] Unsupervised 16.8
MGCAD (proposed) Unsupervised 79.3
PiCoDeS [4] Supervised 97.7
From the results, the attribute set discovered by LSH has the lowest meaningfulness score. This
is because LSH employs the random projection scheme to generate every single bit of the code.
PiCoDeS has a higher attribute meaningfulness score indicating it is more likely to discover more
meaningful attributes than other methods. PiCoDeS applies category labels and max-margin frame-
work to jointly learn the category classifier and attribute descriptor in an attempt to maximise the
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discriminative power of the descriptor. Note that PiCoDeS is not an unsupervised method since it
also utilises the class labels. Among all the unsupervised methods i.e., LSH, ITQ, SPH, MGCAD,
our proposed MGCAD outperforms the others. SPH is also a graph based method that is able to
discover meaningful attribute to some extent. We conjecture that the performance increase gained by
MGCAD compared to SPH is due to two following aspects: (1) it employs multiple graphs; and (2) it
considers the data separability via the clustering objective.
7.4 Summary
In this chapter, we proposed a novel unsupervised attribute discovery method by combining multi-
ple similarity graphs and clustering objective. We considered integrating multiple different graphs
into this framework to capture different characteristics of given image exemplars. The experiment of
clustering task indicates the proposed new framework can help to obtain better data representation,
reflecting the separability and neighbourhood preservation. The experiment results of attribute dis-
covery task showed that the proposed method outperforms recent attribute discovery methods. The
results further corroborated previous findings in designing effective attribute discover methods in
Chapter 5.
In future work, we will further investigate more advanced techniques of graph construction.
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I think and think for months and years.
Ninety-nine times, the conclusion is false.
The hundredth time I am right.
Albert Einstein
Chapter Summary: Discriminative power and semantic meaningfulness are two sig-
nificant properties of the visual attribute. Until now, there is no research thoroughly
analysing and carefully considering both of them in practical terms. This research is one
of the very few works that starts to consider them in the same framework, and utilise
them together to attack some real-world problems. However, there is still a lot of effort
required to automatically discover more discriminative, yet meaningful, attributes and
explore their novel applications.
8.1 Thesis Summary
Visual attributes are considered as the high level semantic representation describing inherent property
characteristics of images or visual information.
Visual attributes are extremely useful as they are: (1) human understandable; (2) machine com-
putable, and (3) shared across classes.
Despite their advantages, visual attributes still suffer from a number of shortcomings: (1) the need
for extensive labelling to train the attribute detectors, and (2) the lack of discriminative power. First,
traditional supervised attribute detectors/classifiers [50, 80] are actually concept classifiers, so they
need extensive human labelling effort.
In this thesis, we found that the crux of these problems is that the previous works have not yet
fully considered the discriminative power and meaningful property of attributes. Therefore in this
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research, we put the visual attribute research into the framework of these two properties, focussing on
the automatic measuring of the meaningfulness of automatically discovered attributes. Furthermore,
we investigate its practical application.
The results of the experiments and the theoretical analysis have shown that the visual attribute is a
promising tool in many visual applications such as zero-shot learning in Chapter 4, meaningful binary
code generation in Chapter 5, as well as automatic analysis and keyword generation for surveillance
video in Chapter 6.
Let us revisit the goal and research questions to conclude the main findings of this thesis. Due to
the issues with current visual attribute research, the first research question posed is:
Q1: Can we automatically discover discriminative visual attributes that are still meaningful from
images and video data?
Chapters 4-6, and 7 answers this question from different aspects. Chapter 4 answers this ques-
tion from the pre-defined human labelled attributes. We propose a novel greedy algorithm
called Discriminative and Reliable Attribute Learning which selects a subset of pre-defined at-
tributes which maximises an objective function incorporating the two properties. The work in
Chapter 5 reviews various recent automatic attribute discovering methods and investigates the
semantic meaningfulness property of the visual attribute. From the comparison, we can con-
clude that some methods can automatically discover more meaningful visual attributes. This,
to some extent, shows that it is possible to find a way to automatically discover discriminative
and semantically meaningful attributes from image and video data. After that, in this thesis
we devise an attribute meaningfulness metric based on the shared structure assumption [77]
which will answer research question 2. The work in Chapter 6 performs an application study
on the attribute meaningfulness evaluation method proposed in Chapter 5 and further indicates
that, not only can the discriminative and semantically meaningful attributes be extracted from
videos, they can also be used for keyword generation application in the surveillance video sce-
nario. From the insights of Chapter 5, we devise a novel clustering based unsupervised attribute
discovery method which can discover discriminative, yet semantically meaningful, attributes,
further answering this question. In practical use, this kind of attribute can serve as better hu-
man and computer interaction interface so as to help visual information retrieval such as online
shopping and accurate user recommendation, especially in fine grain case. For example, the
discovery of local fine-grained attributes that are both discriminative and potentially seman-
tically meaningful, in an unsupervised fashion, further eases the human interactive labelling
effort [26].
Q2: Can we automatically discover visual attributes that are meaningful from a set of videos/images
with category labels? If yes, how can the attribute meaningfulness be measured?
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The literature reviewed in Chapter 2 provided evidence that many discriminative code gen-
eration methods such as DBC [86] and PiCoDeS [4] have the ability to discover meaningful
attributes. The experiment results in Chapter 5 show that the methods can benefit from the
usage of category labels for meaningful attribute discovery. As to the sub-question “how can
the attribute meaningfulness be measured?”, the work in Chapter 5 thoroughly answers this
question through a semantic meaningfulness metric of the visual attribute. With this metric,
automatic quantitative evaluation can be performed on the attribute sets; thus, reducing the
enormous effort to perform the manual evaluation. The proposed metric is applied to some
recent automatic attribute discovery and hashing methods on four attribute datasets. Extensive
experiments and results show that the final metric score indicates how much meaningful content
is contained within the set of discovered attributes. This answers the question and it is possible
to measure the attribute semantic content without much human effort required. In practice, this
metric is promising to become a useful tool to largely save human effort and time cost as a
pre-procedure for selecting potentially meaningful attributes discovered by other methods be-
fore passing to humans for naming them. Therefore it can assist the automation of automatic
attribute discovery.
Q3: Can we automatically discover visual attributes from a set of videos/images without any super-
vision?
The methods reviewed in Chapter 5, such as spectral hashing [113], and Chapter 7 both answer
this question. Through the in-depth research on the meaningfulness metric of the automatically
discovered attribute, we have shown the evidence that it is possible to measure attribute seman-
tic content without human involvement. Another important finding is that through preserving
local neighbourhood structure, it is possible to discover attributes without supervision. How-
ever, the discriminative power between classes could also be an important part of discovery of
meaningful attributes. Therefore, we consider using the clustering based methods to introduce
the separability of clusters, inspired by the discriminative power. The results show that the
novel method can discover more meaningful attributes in a totally unsupervised fashion. In this
real-world application, attribute-based dataset construction will benefit from this research. For
example, this proposed method can assist annotation of raw collected image data without any
labels, and mine the potentially meaningful attribute information from the raw data before the
real human labelling procedure, so as to speed up and facilitate the visual dataset construction.
8.2 Contribution
This section echoes Section 1.2. The work in this thesis first starts from the discriminative power of
visual attributes. Not all visual attributes are discriminative enough to distinguish between classes.
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For example, the attribute “fluffy” is not able to distinguish between dogs and cats. Therefore a
Discriminative and Reliable Attribute Learning (DRAL) method is proposed to select discriminative,
yet meaningfully, reliable attributes from a set of meaningful attribute.
The discriminative power is not the only component that contributes to the attribute application.
Meaningfulness of an attribute also plays an important role. For a traditional supervised attribute
discovery method, the meaningful property is reflected by attribute prediction reliability, in other
words, the generalisation error of the predefined attribute detectors. To that end, in the supervised case
with the pre-defined attribute labels, we propose a Discriminative and Reliable Attribute Learning
method to select the visual attributes that are most discriminative and reliable so as to achieve better
performance in classification tasks.
Recently, many new automatic attribute discovery methods [34, 54, 113] are proposed. The pri-
mary aim of these works is to learn a function that maps the original image feature space into a binary
code space wherein each individual bit represents the presence/absence of a visual attribute. In con-
trast to the human predefined attributes, the meaningfulness property is essential in this case because
when the mapping function is designed just to increase the discriminative power in the output feature
space, the individual binary bits (i.e., one binary bit for one attribute) may not have any relationship
with any semantic meaning; hence not meaningful. In order to study this further, extensive human
effort is required to evaluate the meaningfulness of each binary bit or each attribute. Due to the te-
dious and time-consuming nature of traditional human involved evaluation methods, we propose a
novel automatic meaningfulness metric that will become one of the yardsticks to measure attribute
meaningfulness based on shared structure assumption [76, 77].
With the help of meaningfulness metric, in this thesis, we also select the method that can automat-
ically discover the most meaningful attributes. We apply this method to study the keyword generation
problems in surveillance video scenarios and obtain better results over other attribute discovery meth-
ods.
Finally, inspired by the insights from designing the metric, we propose a novel category-level
unsupervised attribute discovery method utilising a multi-graph approach that preserves both local
neighbourhood structure, as well as class separability.
These four works are:
1. Discriminative and Reliable Attribute Learning method on visual attribute selection for better
attribute-based classification performance and efficiency. The proposed method significantly
reduces the number of the attributes (only 55 discriminative and reliable attributes used) to
achieve similar performance compared to the 85 attributes used in DAP. We can also reduce the
number of attributes used to 40 with a price of slight performance loss (from 41.5% to 41.2%).
The results suggest that we are able to discover the discriminative attributes from the semantic
attribute set.
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2. A novel automatic meaningfulness metric is proposed to measure attribute meaningfulness
based on shared structure. To that end, we proposed a novel metric, here called the attribute
meaningfulness metric. We developed two distance functions for measuring the meaningful-
ness of a set of attributes. The distances were then calibrated by using subspace interpolation
between Meaningful Subspace and Non-meaningful/Noise Subspace. In the extensive exper-
iment, our metric was also shown to be more correlated with the user study compared with
a metric adapted from a recent semi-supervised attribute discovery method, especially the ex-
periment of the logarithmic fitting on the relation between the score proposed metric and the
user study compared with that of the MPPCA method (0.99 vs 0.64 on ApAy dataset, and 0.98
vs 0.89 on ASUN dataset, using the coefficients of determination R2). All results suggested
that there is a strong indication that the shared structure may exist among the meaningful at-
tributes. The results also suggest that discovering attributes by optimising the attribute descrip-
tor discrimination and/or preserving the local similarity structure could yield more meaningful
attributes.
3. A keyword generation application in surveillance video scenarios is proposed based on the
automatic attribute discovery method chosen by the attribute meaningfulness measurement.
The results showed that our approach is able to determine which automatic attribute discovery
method can generate the most meaningful keywords or attributes. Then, we showed how the
discovered attributes were used to generate keywords for videos recorded from a surveillance
system. The proposed approach indicates that it is possible to dramatically reduce the amount of
manual work in generating video keywords without limiting ourselves to arbitrarily preselected
video feature descriptors.
4. A novel category-level unsupervised attribute discovery method via clustering framework com-
bining multiple similarity graphs is proposed to automatically discover visual attributes. We
considered integrating multiple different graphs into this framework to capture different char-
acteristics of given image exemplars. The clustering indicates the proposed new framework can
help to obtain better data representation reflecting the separability and neighbourhood preserva-
tion (at least 2˜% better in ACC, and 2˜.3% better in NMI, than other comparative methods). The
experiment results of attribute discovery task showed that the proposed method outperforms
recent attribute discovery methods (~50 better in quantitative value using attribute meaning-
fulness than other unsupervised attribute discovery methods). The results further corroborated
previous findings in designing effective attribute discover methods in Chapter 5 and 6.
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8.3 Future Work
There are many extensions and feasible enhancements that can be explored in the future. For in-
stance, in Chapter 4, we could use a better approximation to measure the attribute reliability property
that considers both the detector performance as well as the semantic drift. Another interesting future
direction is to find the smallest set of attributes by adding an additional regularisation term in the ob-
jective function. We can also explore some novel applications for the proposed strategy such as super
resolution [59], 3D reconstruction [127, 128], or anomaly detection in surveillance systems [116].
Here, we can use attributes of low-resolution images as the query to collect the high-resolution im-
ages which have parts similar to that, then use the patches of the high-resolution images as sources to
approximate the patches of low-resolution image and reconstruct the high-resolution images.
For Chapter 5, we can explore other constraints or optimisation models to capture the hierarchical
structure of semantic concepts. A more large-scale user study using AMT on other datasets may be
more desirable since human evaluation also plays an important part in further validation. Some other
directions could be to investigate the influence of the degenerated or low-resolution image [59] on the
attribute meaningfulness evaluation, or to evaluate the potential attributes for 3D reconstructed image
sequences [127]. Furthermore, The same meaningful subspace approximation idea can be extended
using a deep learning framework. As the features generated in deep learning layers such as fully CNN
are purportedly containing low-level semantics, the meaningful subspace approximation can also be
performed using these features. The approximation may be better via this way, since the number of
features with independent semantics generated from CNN could be large.
For the application study in Chapter 6, we note that our proposed selection method only indicates
the best attribute discovery method. Thus, a more quantitative approach may be required for the
future study. In addition, various regularisations such as the `2,1 regularisation for (5.1) and (5.2) will
be explored in the future. The `2,1 constraint is an explicit regularisation to induce sparsity. As to the
robustness aspect, our proposed system depends on the robustness of the selected attribute discovery
methods; however, further studies on various surveillance datasets are required to fully understand
the proposed system robustness.
Moreover, in Chapter 7, we can further investigate more advanced techniques of graph construc-
tion.
In more profound discussion, the thesis might be related to the bouba/kiki effect in the sense of
how humans will name an object. The bouba/kiki effect [1] is a non-arbitrary mapping between speech
sounds and the visual shape of objects. This effect was first observed in psychology research [84].
Basically, the effect suggests that the human brain somehow attaches abstract meanings to the shapes
and sounds in a consistent way. For example, the rounded shape may most commonly be named
”bouba” because the mouth makes a more rounded shape to produce that sound while a more taut,
angular mouth shape is needed to make the sound ”kiki”. Thus, the bouba/kiki effect has implica-
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tions for the evolution of language, because it suggests that the naming of objects is not completely
arbitrary. From this clue, we can even incorporate the future unsupervised visual attribute discov-
ery method with the prior knowledge of the effect as a constraint to better approximate the human
perception so as to discover attributes with more meaningfulness.
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